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Foreword 

HIS second edition of our Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetables for 
Canners illustrates by many changes from the previous edition the progress | 
made through research and breeding in raising the standards of appear- 

ance and quality of vegetables for critical packers. Varieties which found ready 
acceptance a comparatively few years ago are, in many cases, now outmoded. 
The modern science of genetics, applied to the art of the plant breeder, has 
improved the quality of many old, familiar sorts and has led to the replacement 
of others by new and more valuable strains. 

Some eighty years have elapsed since the establishment of predecessor firms 
now incorporated in AssocIATED SEED GROWERS, INc. At that time the com- 
mercial production and distribution of seed in America was insignificant; for 
the most part seeds were imported or were exchanged between neighbor and 
neighbor. The new industry developed rapidly in Connecticut. New England 
seedsmen followed the retreating frontier to the unknown West. In the develop- 
ments which have taken place during those eighty years, we are happy to think 
that we have borne a responsible part and we have been gratified by the appre- 
ciation shown by competent observers of the pioneer work of those who went 
before us—Everett B. Clark, Calvin N. Keeney and John H. Allan. 

We have endeavored to carry on and expand the work they began, adhering 
rigidly through changing times to the high principle they laid down for us 
of “no compromise with quality.” To maintain the stocks we have built up 
over so many years and to make them adaptable to different sections of the 
country, we have been led to widely diversified acreages for our breeding and 
growing work, as may be seen on the opposite page. Much of this work is 
carried on, for example, in the high, irrigated valleys of the Western Mountain 
States, in the endeavor to secure vigor and freedom from seed-borne diseases. 

Resistant strains form the best insurance for the canner against the spreading 
menace of plant disease. Throughout this Catalogue evidences of our develop- 
ment and introduction of such strains will be found. Both in the greenhouse 
and in the field our various Departments of Breeding are continually engaged 
in this work and in originating new and better types of vegetables. 

It has been our privilege to be closely associated with the canning industry since 
its inception and our constant endeavor is to merit a continuance of the happy 
business relationship and friendship which have been so generously extended 
EOUS: 

Asanrtated Sevd Growers, Buc. 

New Haven, Conn. 

January 1, 1937. 
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WELL BRED VEGETABLE SEEDS 

Asgrow Seed Laboratory and Greenhouse at our Milford, Connecticut, 
Breeding Grounds 

A trained analyst makes soil or germinator tests of all stocks before shipments are 
made. Winter reproduction of special progenies is carried on, and hybridization for 
the development of new and distinct types. Disease resistance tests are also 
conducted. 

ARTICHOKE 
Native to Southern Europe 

Culture: Sow seed in plant bed of rich, rather moist soil in rows 10 inches apart. When plants 
are 3 to 4 inches high transfer to field in rows 4 to 6 feet apart with 3 to 4 feet between plants. 
Frequent cultivation and plenty of moisture are essential. 6 ounces of seed are required for an 
acre, 

LARGE GREEN GLOBE OR PARIS 
Used for canning, and shipping; grown extensively in California; heads large, slightly 
elongated ; scales thick at base. Quite different from Jerusalem Artichoke, which is 
grown for its tuberous root. 

ASPARAGUS 
Native to Europe 

Culture: Sow the seed in the spring in drills about 18 inches apart in light, rich sotl. Place 
seeds one inch apart and cultivate regularly during the summer; plants will be ready to set m 
the field the following spring. One ounce of seed will produce 700 plants. Deep plowed soil, 
rich nm humus and well drained is best for this crop. Plants should be set 4 to 5 inches deep, 
spaced 1 foot, im rows 4 feet apart. 

MARY WASHINGTON 
The latest development of rust resistant asparagus; larger than the original Washington, 
with very tight tips of fine quality, good for canning. 

PALMETTO 
Popular aS a Canning variety. Stalks dark green, pointed at tip. Early and very 
productive. 
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BEANS 
Through intensive hybridization and selection we have developed sixteen of the leading varieties 
of stringless beans. These choicer and more desirable sorts are gradually replacing the older, 
coarser, stringy varieties. In addition to creating new and better types on our breeding grounds 
we continually apply the thoroughly proven pure-line method of breeding whereby we are able 
to maintain pure stocks of the standard varieties which meet the needs of the discriminating 
canner in a uniformly satisfactory manner. 

In listing the number of days from planting to picking, we have used average results secured 
over a period of years. These figures apply to plantings under normal rainfall conditions, and 
will vary somewhat in different sections of the country. However, the number of days indicated 
is valuable in showing the relative earliness of the different varieties. 

Culture: For best results beans require strong, well-drained, loamy soil. In the North, plant- 
mgs should be made ajter danger of frost 1s past, during latter May and early June. Plant 
6 to § seeds to the foot, 2 inches deep in rows 24 to 30 inches apart depending on the richness 
of the land. It takes about 60 pounds of seed to plant an acre. 

Green Podded, Dwarf or Bush Varieties 
Length Width Days from 
of pod of pod planting 
inches inches to canning 

ASGROW SL RINGLESS GREEN POD?) 22.0.0. ..5 0.0.4.2. 6 to 6% 3% 53 
Our recent development introduced in 1930. Received All- 
America Gold Medal Award for 1933. Highly desirable for 
a fancy pack. Similar to Full Measure, but hardier, and a 
more dependable cropper. Plant medium large, erect, some- 
what thick stemmed, heavily productive. Pods nearly straight, 
dark green, round, meaty, succulent; stringless, totally with- 
out fiber, of outstanding quality. Seed 67 per oz., oblong, 
purple mottling on buff with brownish cast. Tendergreen is 
a similar variety. 

ASGROW (Bil AWiIG. Vaal NOIR eae oe oe cen a oe 634 to7 38 49 
Our development introduced in 1930. Received Al!-America 
Award of Merit for 1933. Well adapted for market garden 
use and for early shipping, also used in some sections for 
canning. Plant large, erect, prolific. Very attractive, oval 
pods nearly straight, dark green, stringless, and of fine quality 
and delicate flavor; retain color and texture in shipping long 
distances; seed oval, 81 per oz., solid black. 

Asgrow Stringless Green Pod 
Has now become a leading canning variety 
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BE ANS—continued 

A Block of Pure-Line Progenies on our Bean Breeding Farm at 
Filer, Idaho 

BOUNTIFUL 
An important early variety for home and market gardeners 
and for shippers. Used also for canning French style or 
shoestring beans. Plant medium-large, prolific, thrifty. Pods 
flat, light green, stringless, slightly fibrous and of good quality. 
Seed yellow-straw color, 65 per oz. 

MUL MEAS U RE 6. ese as Be oo ee eee 
A well known variety for canners, having an upstanding 
prolific plant. Pods round, straight, very fleshy, stringless and 
tender; medium green. Seed 66 per oz., reddish brown 
mottled with buff. Of same season as Giant Stringless Green 
Pod but less hardy and more susceptible to disease than most 
green podded sorts. 

GIANT STRINGLESS GREEN: POD. <2 
Originated by Calvin N. Keeney and introduced in 1898. One 
of the favorite stringless green podded sorts, extensively used 
for canning. Plant large, sturdy, prolific. Pods round, meaty, 
strictly stringless and brittle; with marked indentations be- 
tween the beans; color medium green. Seed 72 per oz., oval, 
solid yellowish brown. 

eae e-jeve/le) e) 0) 6 (6) 6.6) ‘se. 0.0 sa © 2 = 00 of oe ais) @ eo 6 ms 6) © Ss 89s = 2) Si wlm e lene 

Pods _ silvery 
green, round, absolutely stringless, brittle, without fiber. Seed 
violet-purple, splashed with pale buff; 97 per oz. 

Length 
of pod 
inches 

64%4to7% 

6 to 6% 

6 to 6% 

5to0 54 

Width Days from 
of pod planting 
inches to canning 

iy 49 

34 54 

is 54 

if 70 
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BEAN S— Continued 

MOSAIC RESISTANT STRAINS OF STRINGLESS 
GREEN REFUGEE Length Width Days from 

of pods of pods planting 
inches inches to canning 

ELDAHO REE U GEES eee wae Sk aes abe tee Wek ei ty he 53% 3% 64 
Developed by Dr. J. C. Walker and Dr. W. H. Pierce 
cooperatively and introduced by the University of Idaho in 
1934; resistant to common bean mosaic. Plant of true Refugee 
type and strongly prolific. Pods longer than regular Refugee, 
straight, round, silver-green, stringless, without fiber; seed 
purple-blue splashed with buff. 6 days earlier than Keeney’s 
Stringless Green Refugee and Wisconsin Refugee. Canning 
tests show high quality. 

Chassell Oe sy-4 Fl Dl Po Of Cal Dhl Dagan aac aie na Be Semi pe pac ee 54 3% 63 
Developed and introduced in 1935 by the Division of Fruit and 
Vegetable Crops and Diseases of the United States Deparment 
of Agriculture. A cross between U. S. No. 1 and a mosaic 
resistant rogue from Stringless Green Refugee. Plant large, 
with many short tendrils, strongly prolific. Pods round, 
stringless, light silver-green, without fiber, of excellent flavor ; 
seed in size and shape like Refugee but with brownish mottling. 

RIVERS © ON WN bc biclt UNGIBIES 857 oe a ok SE hays ose 8 oe 5to 54 3% 70 
Developed by Dr. J. C. Walker and Dr. W. H. Pierce 
cooperatively and introduced by the University of Wisconsin 
in 1934; resistant to common bean mosaic; in season and 
plant character very similar to Keeney’s Stringless Green 
Refugee. Pods slightly curved, medium long, round, stringless, 
of fine quality. Seed violet-purple splashed with pale buff. 
Scores high in canning test. 

Idaho Refugee, the New Mosaic Resistant Bean 
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Length Width Days from 
BEANS—cContinued of pods of pods planting 

inches inches to canning 

ICONS ERVIN eee ee eee eee 5 3% 53 

A recent introduction of David Sachs, particularly desirable for 
canning young pods, whole. Plant medium, erect, heavily pro- 
ductive. Pods medium green, round, slightly curved, stringless, 
somewhat fibrous at mature stage, of good flavor, and very 
attractive. Seed 85 per oz., white with faint pink splashing. 

LOW StCHAM PION: id. ee beau ce ee Oe een eee 5 5% 55 
Also known as Red Cranberry. Used by canners and market 
gardeners in the Eastern States. Plant medium, erect, dark 
green, moderately productive. Pods medium green, straight, 
flat, stringless, and of excellent quality. Seed 50 per oz.; ox- 
blood red. 

SLRINGLESS GREEN LOD IMPROVED 23 ee 6 
Originally introduced as Burpee’s Stringless Green Pod. 
Since its origination in 1894 by Calvin N. Keeney we have 
markedly improved the shape and length of pods of this early, 
sturdy, stringless variety. Plant large, erect, very productive. 
Pods round, medium, green, very meaty, fully stringless and 
fiberless and of excellent quality. Seed coffee-brown, 75 per 
oz. Used extensively by canners for cut beans. 

STRINGLESS GREEN POD, LANDRETH’S STRAIN... 5%to6 1s 4 
An excellent type of this variety, very similar to Improved 
Stringless Green Pod. 

IR RSEC IB) es GT TINGE Wa accesso eae Bare, sana, he eer sr op cane alrite a 5 to 6 1, 95 
Originally introduced from South America. A commercial 
variety of fine quality for dry bean use. Plant large, vigorous, 
productive. Pods waxy green color, oval flat, stringy, tough 
and fibrous. Seed reddish brown; 50 per oz. Used for 
canning. 

WHITE PEA OR WHEE NAW YA. or 2 eae 4 34 90 
Robust and Scofield are selected strains. Best known of com- 
mercial varieties. Plant large, spreading, with many runners; 
heavily productive. Pods flat, tough, stringy. Seed small, 
round-oval, white; 130 per oz. Used by canners. 

on ol LS) 

Round Pod Kidney Wax—also known as Brittle Wax 
The leading wax variety for canners 
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BEANS —continued 

Wax Podded, Dwarf or Bush Varieties 
Length Width Days from 
of pods of pods. planting 
inches inches to canning 

ROUND POD KIDNEY WAX OR BRITTLE WAX...... 5i4t0 6% 34 58 
Originated by Calvin N. Keeney, and introduced in 1900. An 
outstanding sort for canning. Plant large, erect, medium 
green, vigorous and moderately productive. Pods handsome in 
appearance, medium yellow, round, slightly curved, deeply 
creasebacked, extremely brittle, fleshy, succulent, absolutely 
stringless and fiberless; the standard of highest quality. Seed 
white, kidney shaped, with black eye; 78 per oz. 

KEENEY’S IMPROVED STRINGLESS KIDNEY WAX 5% to 634 
Originated by Calvin N. Keeney and introduced in 1908. 
Excellent for canning. Plant large, erect, reasonably pro- 
ductive. Pods oval, light yellow in color, brittle, stringless, 
fleshy, and of fine flavor. Seed white, kidney shaped with 
black eye; 75 per oz. Sometimes called New Stringless 
Kidney Wax. 

PENG li PO Dy BACK VWAK cise ce esse ee erin sere oneane 64 to7 
Originated by Calvin N. Keeney; introduced in 1900. An 
exceedingly desirable variety for home and market gardens, 
used in some sections for canning. Plant large, stocky, 
vigorous and strongly productive. Pods round, slightly curved, 
fleshy, golden yellow, tender, entirely stringless, without fiber, 
brittle and of finest quality. Seed oblong, slightly flattened, 
88 per oz., solid black. 

1 SL EAH cl JC So) Red SOHN Ay sie ee a RRR Re enn Mg tes oN EE 44 to5 3% 53 
Originated by Calvin N. Keeney and introduced in 1885. 
Desirable for canning and market garden use. Plant sprawling 
bush, with many runner-like branches, very productive. Pods 
round, curved, light yellow faintly splashed with purple; 
brittle, stringless, fine grained, and of excellent quality. Seed 
cylindrical, bluish black splashed with pale buff; 100 per oz. 

Green Podded Pole Varieties 
Culture: Sandy loam, well-enriched, is the best soil for pole beans. Plant in hills 4 feet each 
way 4 to 6 seeds to the hill about 2 inches deep. Poles 6 feet above ground should be set for 
the beans to chimb on. It requires 30 to 35 pounds of seed to plant an acre. 

fo) O71 fd ab dy Cd Ok ee ny ine oe ra Ben core Or A rng a To ere SRE 5 to 6 iy 63 
Early, vigorous, strongly productive; a good climber. Snap 
pods round, medium green, fleshy, stringless when young, 
tender and of fine quality. Seed small, oval, ivory white; 120 
per oz. Highly desirable for canning asparagus style and for 
home gardens. 

KENSUCKY, WONDER OR OLD HOMESTEAD 222 7 to 8% 7 65 
Also called Texas Prolific. The best known and most popular 
pole bean. Strong climber, hardy, very prolific over long 
season. Pods nearly round, curved, with undulating surface, 
meaty, of good quality; stringless when young, fiberless, very 
brittle. Seed 80 per oz., buff brown. Our special strain bred 
particularly for canners’ use is highly free from flat pods. 

NO SIN ©) ese anny iva eather  Pind aarp tc, ancl ee 6 to 7 Y 65 
Introduced in 1935 by the Division of Fruit and Vegetable 
Crops and Diseases of the United States Department of Agri- 
culture. Similar in some respects to White Kentucky Wonder ; 
an attiactive vatiety. Plant vigorous, 5 to 6 feet tall and 
good climber. Pods round, fairly straight, medium green, 
smooth, meaty, stringless at all stages, tender and of fine 
quality. Seed medium large, flattish oval, solid white, 88 per 
oz. Good for home and market gardens and for canning. 

ol 58 | 

of 58 1] 
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BEANS —cContinued 

Bush Lima Beans 

Culture: Lima beans are particularly susceptible to injury from cold, wet weather and there- 
fore should not be planted until two weeks later than string beans, Sandy loam well manured 
or heavy sod plowed deeply is the best foundation for producing crops of this item. In some 
areas luma beans are planted in latter June as a second crop after peas in which case only 
moderate yields can be expected. Sow seed 1% to 2 inches deep in rows 22 to 28 inches apart 
with 3 to 5 seeds to a foot in the row. 40 to 50 lbs. of seed are required to plant an acre. 

Length Width Days from 
of pods of pods planting 
inches inches to canning 

JaC@N Sa DM GM OU Geer acca she dhea tor Wanton nok: SRNR ay) A des ay cle a Ae a 4to4% i 5 
Most used by market gardeners of all large seeded Dwarf 
Limas; also used in a limited way for canning. Potato lima 
type. Plant large, upright, vigorous, highly productive. Pods 
straight, with thick fibrous walls; contains 3 to 4 seeds. Green 
shelled beans large, thick-oval, green of excellent quality. 
Dry beans white with tinge of green; 22 per oz. 

FENDERS ONS (BUSI ie ae cere rs Sens eee en 3 to 314 oA 6 
Sometimes called Baby Lima and known in the South as a 
Butter Bean. Used largely for canning and freezing. The 
Asgrow strain developed through a period of years by inten- 
sive breeding is exceptionally uniform in plant growth and 
more concentrated and earlier in season than standard stocks, 
resulting in a larger percentage of green beans at canning 
stage. Plant small, dark green, erect, bushy, very early. Pods 
flat, contain 3 to 4 seeds. Green shelled beans flat, small, of 
excellent quality. Dry beans creamy white; 90 per oz. 

Henderson’s Bush Lima 
The Asgrow strain is early and concentrated in season 

WOOD'S: PROUER TC vei ce Sa Ne re eae eae 344 to 3% té 69 
Similar to Henderson’s Bush in type, but with larger plant and 
somewhat larger pods and seed; 65 per oz. Can be used for 
canning where medium size beans are desired. 
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BEET 

In the production of Beets we have bred pedigreed strains well adapted to canning require- 
ments. Evenness of maturity, depth of color, uniformity and smoothness of roots are features 
of these stocks grown from mother beets selected with discriminating care. Our strains have 
substantial tops,—an important factor in harvesting by machinery. 

Culture: Deep loam, well fertilised with manure 1s best suited to the growth of beets. Sow 
seed in May, m rows 12 to 18 ches apart with 34 inch covering. 8 to 12 pounds are required 
to plant an acre depending on distance between rows. Frequent cultivation is important. 

Days from planting 
to canning 

AS Ga OVER GC INIIN Es Ri ae yar ee Pee eres EERIE Scere ls, when abuahe eR et 
Bred specially by us for canners’ requirements; received All-America 
Award of Merit for 1936. Tops medium, erect, green and red. Roots 
globe-shaped, smooth with small neck; dark maroon-red. Flesh deep 
ox-blood red with very indistinct red zones; exceptionally vivid and 
attractive with deep wine-colored juice when freshly cut; holds quality 
well until roots are full-grown. 

Asgrow Canner Beet 
Exceptional depth of color in both flesh and juice 

ASGIRO WEWON D HRs oe rhc eee a era react Serres Se nee Se 56 to 58 
Our development introduced in 1932. Received All-America Gold Metal 
for 1934. A pedigreed stock, the result of many years of pure-line breed- 
ing. Good for canning baby beets; unsurpassed in earliness, uniformity, 
and in depth of interior color. Tops medium, erect, uniform. Roots semi- 
globular, deep red, smooth, with small neck and tap root. Flesh deep 
red with zones of slightly lighter shade; tender, and of excellent quality. 
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BEET —continued 
Days from planting 

to canning 

DE TROD DARK REED ie cin ei he ona Mees ye a ee ee ee 68 
A leading variety for canners. Our pure-bred line is a standard of 
quality. Tops medium, dark green tinged with red. Roots globular, 
smooth, uniform, attractive, with small tap root. Color deep ox-blood red. 
Flesh dark red with indistinct zones. Fine quality, sweet and tender. 

OFET OM CAIN NEBR 2 ot er TO cee ye ie fetes Ap aun Uy Sn Perel Ness nee ie ney ae 66 
Developed by Dr. Roy Magruder at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station. A mid-season variety well adapted for canners’ use. Tops 
medium, erect. Roots flattened globe in shape, smooth, ox-blood red; flesh 
dark red with indistinct slightly lighter zones, sweet and tender. 

BE RAVE CT EDD ER @ ies acne gee ees aimed er re ioe ee git eee 68 
A mid-season variety. Tops tall, green and red. Roots flattened globe- 
shape, medium smooth, deep red; flesh dark red with somewhat lighter 
zones; of good quality. Adapted to the uses of canners and market 
gardeners. 

BROCCOLI 
A member of the Cabbage family 

The Italian Sprouting or branching type is being used increasingly, and is a valuable addition 
to the list of vegetables that can readily be produced in most sections of the country. 

Culture: Sow seed in plant bed in early May in rows 8 to 9 inches apart and plants will be 
ready to transfer to field in June. Set plants 1% feet apart in rows 3 to 3% feet apart. Rich 
sou with plenty of moisture 1s needed for strong development and tender stems and heads. 
4 ounces of seed will plant an acre. 

Days from 
setting of plants 
to first cutting 

ITALIAN GREEN SPROUDING_ (CALABRESE) 3%. -2..20 55-505 55 to 65 
The leading variety for shippers, for canning and for freezing. A tall 
branching plant forms a central compact head of bluish green flower buds 
resembling a loose head of Cauliflower. After the main head is removed, 
side branches continue to develop throughout the season, and frequently 
form small heads, which, with the stems, are cut and served in the same 
way as Asparagus. It is a highly desirable, delicious vegetable, steadily 
gaining in favor. 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS 
A member of the Cabbage family 

Culture: This crop requires very much the same treatment and conditions as cauliflower. It 
wl grow in any soil that is good for cabbage provided it is well cultivated and reasonably 
enriched. Care should be taken not to overfeed the plants which may lead to the sprouts 
becoming coarser and larger than is desirable for canning. Rows should be 3 feet apart with 
2 to 3 feet between plants. Four ounces of seed will produce enough plants for an acre. 

HALF DWARE- IMPROVE Diet ied ase So ne a eo ee 70 
Highly desirable for home and market garden; used also for canning. 
Plants 20 to 24 inches tall; stem thickly set, with firm Cabbage-like balls 
of 1% inch diameter, maturing successively. 

It should be noted that the descriptions given throughout this catalogue 

apply particularly to Asgrow strains. Our stocks of many older varieties 

have been greatly improved through continual work on our breeding grounds. 
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CABBAGE 
Native to Western Asia, Cultivated since the Earliest Times 

Our cabbage seed is produced largely in the Puget Sound section of Washington under our 
personal direction from seed stocks of highest quality. Some strains are grown for us in 
sections of Europe where experience has shown that exceptionally high quality is assured. Each 
year the various varieties are checked at our Milford, Connecticut breeding farms to guard the 
vital factors of earliness, evenness of maturity and uniformity. 

Culture: Sow seed im plant bed in drills 8 to 9 inches apart in May and plants will be ready 
to transplant in the field in July. Plants should be set at distance of 12 to 18 inches in rows 
2 to 3 feet apart, so as to allow for machine cultivation. One ounce of seed will produce 4000 
plants; 3 to 4 ounces required per acre. Rich, heavy clay loam with abundant motsture is the 
best soil for Cabbage. 

Days 
from setting 

Diameter Weight of plants 
of head of head to market- 
inches pounds’ able heads 

COPRENEPAG EIN, SIVA Te Bee a te a ne icc Pee we 64 3%to4 70to75 
Dependably early and uniform, used largely for early kraut; 
desirable likewise as an early shipper. Few outer leaves, 
short stem; heads round, solid, and of superior quality. An 
excellent variety. 

Ja\Delliyell 5 D728) al a2 Wd Cad Di Qs Segre ae sae a ae gee 9 6 73 
A medium early variety, excellent for kraut and for shipping. 
Heads flat, slightly rounded at top, 7 inches deep, solid, uni- 
form in size and color, and of good quality. 

Gd by] OJ ES Set ON sa HL NP Gl Ol 8 9 Fo ee a Sep 8 5to8 80 
Used largely for kraut, also by truckers and shippers. Heads 
large, round, solid, with few outer leaves; of excellent quality. 

SENG S Br Aiko DVWARE BLADT DUTCH. on 2ock saccenns ihtolZ” PteiZ 90 
Plant medium, vigorous, a good second early variety, with 
large, solid, flat heads, 6 inches deep; good for early kraut. 

BAA 

GAA 
LA 
F777 

Copenhagen Market 
A popular early variety for kraut 
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Danish Ball Head or Hollander Days 
from setting 

Diameter Weight of plants 
of head of head to market- 
inches pounds able heads 

DANISH BALE HEAD OR HOLLANDER =.=. ...-5...-: 7to8 6to7 100to 110 
Most widely used and the best type of late cabbage for kraut. 
Plant fairly large, sturdy, with short stem; outer leaves medium. 
Heads deep round, very hard; interior decidedly compact, 
leaves composing head smooth and closely arranged. Texture 
tender, crisp; flavor good; ideal for high quality kraut. 

PENNS CARE BALL (HB AD cco ose xe ht ee ees 7to8 54%tob6% 110 
A late variety, excelling in productivity and uniformity. De- 
veloped by Prof. C. E. Myers of Pennsylvania State College. 
Plant medium, with short stem. Heads attractive, flattened 
globe, extremely hard, 6 to 7 inches deep. Desirable for 
winter storage, and the manufacture of kraut. 

PREMIUM VALE, BEAD e DIU TCE iu sae Otol o tolls -95to) 105 
A deservedly popular, large, late variety. Excellent for kraut. 
Heads extremely large, flat, and solid; 614 to 7 inches deep; 
of high quality. 

A corner of the Asgrow Breeding Grounds at Milpitas, California 
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Yellows Resistant Strains 

Developed by Dr. J. C. Walker and Dr. L. R. Jones, and associates, cooperatively between the 
University of Wisconsin and the United States Department of Agriculture. Highly valuable 
for use in areas infested with “cabbage yellows’ disease. 

Days 
from setting 

Diameter Weight of plants 
of head of head to market- 
inches pounds able heads 

PE AUD aS BC as eee 5 es in onion ae ss wk 9 4to6 65to70 
Resembles standard strains of this variety but earlier; very 
uniform in leaf and head growth; flat, of fine quality. Good 
for early kraut and storage. 

TELM EJ EO) V/1 SD Pel Ci Dl OF 35h Se tee ee are rs GO eed 8 to 9 4to6 I 
A resistant improved stock of Glory of Enkhuizen. Heads 
large, solid; used for kraut. 

LPAI UCONN i W/2Nd 5] 59 29 (a Ae cae a 7 4 to 6 70 
A development from Copenhagen Market, but with slightly 
larger, spherical, firm heads. Valuable for early kraut. 

VRSUEAID) OI Be) Daye nd DJ) Dl Coe oe Soran en te Be Meee ea Eee UE 64 to7Y% 6 100 
As its name indicates, this variety combines red color with 
the round, hard head of the Hollander type. Good for 
shipping. 

WISCONSEIN ALLE SBASONS (25 cao lsat sete nese cae ws LOto12Z- =5:to8 90 
A mid-season general purpose variety; keeps well; used for 
kraut; slightly coarser than standard All Seasons; heads flat 
to drum head. 

WHISCON SEN SBA Lite RAD cai ace heen oo coe seme ase as: 7to8 7to8 100 
A late resistant variety for kraut, storage and _ shipping. 
Heads very hard, more uniform and smoother than Wis- 
ccnsin Hollander and somewhat earlier. 

WA&ISCONSIN HOLLANDER. NOW 8 6225s ek eee ss 7to8 5to8 100to105 
A late sort excellent for kraut and winter storage; heads flat- 
tened spherical. Produces heavy crops on land that is badly 
infested with yellows disease. This strain has been an import- 
ant factor in bringing back to successful operation large 
acreages that were lost to cabbage production, on account of 
this disease. Similar in type to standard stocks of Hollander 
or Danish Ball Head. 

oat 

Threshing Cabbage Seed in the Northwest 
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CARROT 
Parent planting stocks are produced through progeny breeding and are carefully checked for 
adaptability to both eastern and western growing conditions. In giving the number of days 
for the development of roots, we have used the averages of readings for a period of years. 
These will vary somewhat in different locations. Carrots were originally developed in Europe. 

Culture: For best development carrots require rich, sandy loam soil plowed deeply, and well 
drained, For field planting sow seed in rows 2 to 2% feet apart to allow for machine cultiva- 
tion; for smaller plots to be cultivated by hand, 18 inches between rows 1s sufficient. 3 to 5 
pounds of seed are required to plant an acre. 

Length Diameter Days from 
of root at shoulder planting 
inches inches to canning 

CHAN TGENAY. “IMPROVE Diese ceteris cae keen ees 5 to 6 24% TD 

An excellent, all-purpose, medium early variety; desirable for 
canners in packing diced carrots; a good cropper. Roots deep 
orange, smooth, tapered, stump-rooted; flesh deep orange with 
indistinct core. 

Red Cored Chantenay 

NI eS) CHANTENAY<;RE D> € ORD eee co ia ei xi ela 4Y%4to54% 2% 
A desirable Chantenay with good interior color. Roots some- 
what shorter than Improved Chantenay; flesh reddish orange, 
with indistinct core of nearly the same color as the surround- 
ing flesh; tender and sweet. Excellent for dicing. 

NANTES IMPROVED) CORBEESS 733.55 5500s s os oer 514 to7 13% 70 
Excellent for forcing; also used for canning. Tops very 
small. Roots bright orange, cylindrical, blunt ended. Flesh 
reddish orange, crisp, tender, and of very delicate flavor ; 
practically coreless. 
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CAULIFLOWER 
Culture: Sow seed in plant bed in drills 9 inches apart in May and transplant to fields i latter 
June or early July n rows 3 to 4 feet apart with 1% to 2 feet between plant in the row. Deep 
rich soil with an abundance of moisture is necessary for good crops. Frequent cultivation with 
top dressing of fertilizer insures rapid growth and delicate flavor. For blanching, the leaves 
should be gathered loosely and tied over the top of the head. 4 ounces of seed will produce 
plants sufficient to set an acre. 

Days from 
Diameter setting of 

of plants to 
head marketable 

inches heads 

BVA nvae SIN) VEE AU Letra tes he We cee dee ee unre rR AU | Od 6to7 55 
The best and most widely used early variety. Good for use in pack- 
ing mixed pickles. Plant dwarf, with short pale green leaves. Heads 
medium, firm, compact, solid, pure white, and of finest quality; a 
dependable header. 

SUL E UDA ASN LOIN sel 8572) F) Sie ea gs i tiene aa Pete Ere aR ey 0 re Eel ARO a 7to7y% 56 
A highly desirable main crop variety, also used for early planting. 
Starts heading early and uniformly. Heads medium large, compact, 
very white; much used by produce growers and shippers. 

CELERY 
Culture: Celery is usually begun in a cold frame and transplanted to a rich field when the 
seedlings are 6" high. If blanching is to be done afterwards by boards or heavy paper the 
seedlings are set 4” to 5" apart, with 8” between single rows and 3-3% ft. between double rows. 
If soil is to be used for blanching, single rows are better, set somewhat farther apart. Four 
ounces of seed will produce enough plants for an acre. 

HASYeB LANGHING or SANFORD SUPERB oyn2 soc 8 top core oo ee 125 
A second early variety. Vigorous and compact in habit of growth, it 
blanches readily to attractive white, and is a good keeper. Stalks slightly 
taller than Golden Self Blanching, are thick, solid, and of good flavor. 

GOLDEN SELF BLANCHING, DWAR He cn ee ee 120 
This original French strain is still widely popular. Plant medium in height, 
stocky and compact; foliage yellowish green; stalks very solid, broad, of 
delicate, nutty flavor; blanches readily to golden yellow. 

WONDE RE UM of GOLDEN: PLU MB oe oc Seeks eee rs eaett re 112 to 115 
An early, desirable variety, resembling Golden Self Blanching, but earlier. 
Plant of medium height with compact, full heart; blanches readily to golden 
yellow; of excellent quality. 
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SWEET CORN 
Native to America 

Sweet Corn has been an important item with us for nearly eighty years, during which time we 
have originated a number of the best known canning varieties. Our breeding program includes 
the development of disease resistant strains as well as emphasizing the factors of uniformity 
in type, tenderness of hull and productivity. The number of days indicated for each variety to 
develop ears to canning stage represents average trial row readings for many years at our 
Milford, Connecticut breeding farms. 

Through the use of more recent breeding methods for the improvement of Sweet Corn varieties, 
we have developed through fourteen years of controlled pollination a number of inbred lines of 
high merit. The crossing of these produces hybrids of outstanding vigor, uniformity and 
productivity. Likewise the top-crossing of inbreds on open-pollinated stocks gives uniformity 
and yields far in advance of those obtained from standard stocks. We can now furnish stocks 
of some varieties that are highly resistant to Stewart’s disease or bacterial wilt. 

From these years of experience and from trial plantings by canners and at Agricultural Experi- 
ment Stations in various states, we are in position to recommend to our canner customers the 
particular hybrids or top crosses that are best adapted to their sections. 

Bantam Evergreen Hybrid 
Particularly desirable for freezing 

HYBRIDS 
Single Crosses and Top Crosses 

Yellow Varieties 
Height Length Days from 
of stalk of ear planting to 

feet inches eating stage 

BANTAM EVERGREEN HYBRID (2. - ce. he ee : 8 8 89 
Our own development from crossing inbred lines Asgrow 
24 x Purdue 39; introduced in 1930. Particularly valuable 
to canners. Stalk upright, sturdy, uniform; leaves wide, dark 
green. Ears cylindrical 14 to 16 rowed. Kernels golden 
yellow, medium wide and deep, with tender hull, sweet and 
of excellent quality. 
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SWEET CORN —continued 

Golden Cross Bantam 

Height Length Days from 
of stalk of ear planting to 

feet inches eating stage 

GOPDENECROSSebANDA VE 42 soe ben thee eee 6 7% to 8 88 
Developed by Glenn M. Smith and introduced jointly by the 
United States Department of Agriculture and Purdue Univer- 
sity Agricultural Experiment Station. Well adapted to canners’ 
use. It is replacing other main crop yellow varieties. Stalk 
sturdy, with exceptionally broad, vigorous leaves. Ears 10 to 
14 rowed, slightly lighter yellow than Golden Bantam. Ker- 
nels medium in width and depth. The result of crossing 
Purdue 39 and Purdue 51. This hybrid is extremely uni- 
form in plant and ear characteristics and in maturity. Highly 
resistant to Stewart’s disease. 

VIN LIM OE ee NO ZOD” 2 hehe. euid  ee te toes SE ies 5 to 6 6 to 8 76 
A development of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station particularly desirable for canning corn-on-the-cob, 
one of the few eight rowed yellow hybrids. Stalk sturdy, 
medium tall. Ears predominately eight rowed. Kernels 
medium large, yellow, of quality comparable with Golden 
Bantam; cob extremely small. This variety is probably best 
suited to areas with short season and long days. 

OPO OSS tA NAIM 2h oe Ae ee ey ot norte 6 7to7% 86 
Our introduction developed from crossing a drought resistant 
Golden Bantam and a prepotent inbred; introduced in 1931. 
Excellent for canning. Similar in plant characteristics to 
Golden Cross Bantam but not quite as uniform. Stalk sturdy 
with vigorous leaves. Ears 10 to 14 rowed; color deep yel- 
low, similar to Golden Bantam. Kernels medium, tender 
and sweet. Highly resistant to Stewart’s disease and very 
productive. 
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SWEET CORN —continued 
Height Length Days from 
of stalk ofear planting to 

feet inches eating stage 

LOPsCROSS-MAINE-BANGRAQ Fo a eee ns ee 544to6 64%to7 78 
One of our recent developments particularly adapted for 
canners in short season areas; introduced in 1934. Stalk 
sturdy with deep green foliage; ear as long as Golden Cross 
Bantam and somewhat thicker, very slightly tapered with 10 
to 14 rows; kernels deep yellow, tender and of excellent 
flavor. Very successful results are being obtained from this 
new introduction. Highly resistant to Stewart’s disease. 

LOPSCROSSeS UNS HIN ee, oo ee ae cae es 514 to 6 7 80 
Known also as Tendergold. A good canning sort maturing 
about a week ahead of Golden Cross Bantam. Stalk sturdy 
and vigorous with strong foliage; highly resistant to Stewart’s 
disease. Ear nearly cylindrical, 12 to 16 rowed, kernels medium 
in width and depth, golden yellow, tender and of good quality. 
Desirable for northerly sections of shorter season. 

TOP CROSS WHIPPLE’S YELLOW or Whipcross P39.. Ui 7 84 
This very uniform intermediate top cross was developed 
primarily for home and market garden use. Stalk sturdy 
with strong foliage; highly resistant to Stewart's disease; 
ears 12 to 14 rowed, well filled at tip; kernels golden yellow 
of medium length and good flavor. It is very prolific. 

White Varieties 

ASGROW SHOEPEG HYBRID (19x90) (0 5. 84 to 9 8 93 
Our introduction developed from crossing inbred lines Asgrow 
19 x Asgrow 9. Particularly desirable for canners. Stalk 
sturdy, upright with ears 3% to 4 feet from ground. Ears 
long, cylindrical, well filled at tip. Kernels very fine and 
deep, tender and of excellent quality. 

ASGROW- COGENT HYBRID (i9i 24) (ste ee 8 to 9 7% 93 
Another Country Gentleman Hybrid of ovr breeding; intro- 
duced in 1929. Has a somewhat thicker ear and larger kernel 
type than Hybrid 19 x 9. Well adapted for canners in areas of 
heavy, rich soil in the Eastern States. Stalk erect with good 
foliage and strongly prolific. Ears medium long, slightly 
tapered, well filled at tip. 

CRO SGI ELE Nie hi eee aoe a ae crn oie ae are ene Aa, 6to6b% 7to8 86 
A top cross line developed by crossing a Stowell’s Evergreen 
inbred on Early Crosby. Uniform and fairly prolific. Good 
for canners in areas of medium length season. Stalk sturdy 
with heavy foliage. Ears quite large, slightly tapered, 14 to 18 
rowed; kernels medium wide and deep, cream white; cob 
medium. 

NARROWrGRAEN FYB RIED s(26ex 55) ee ee 8 7 94 
Developed by crossing inbred lines Asgrow 26 x Asgrow 15. 
Introduced in 1931. Very uniform and highly desirable for 
canning. Stalk sturdy, upright with no suckers; leaves wide, 
dark green. Ears cylindrical with 20 to 22 rows. Kernels 
medium narrow, deep, tender. 

RE DG R BEING re es Gee cs ae aie ea Ra 9 8 to 8Y% 95 
Developed by Dr. D. F. Jones and introduced in 1928 by the 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. A hybrid strain 
well adapted to canners’ rses in areas having medium length 
of season. On account of strong close-fitting husks it is quite 
resistant to ear worms. Stalk upstanding, frequently develops 
two ears; foliage reddish green. Ears cylindrical, slender, 
12 rowed. Kernels very white, not as deep as Evergreen; 

cob small. 
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SWEET CORN —continued 

Height 
of stalk 

feet 

STOWELL’S EVERGREEN HYBRID (14x5) ........... g 

Asgrow 5. Introduced in 1930. Received- All-America 
Special Mention for 1934. Highly valuable to canners. Stall 
sturdy with close growing upright ears, 4 feet from ground; 
foliage medium green. Ears very slightly tapered, uniform, 
with 16 to 18 rows. Kernels white, medium wide, deep; 
medium cob. ; 

Or CROSS COUNTRY GENTLEMAN “..: 2:2. 84 to 9 
Developed from crossing mid-western grown open-pollinated 
Country Gentleman and Inbred 440, and introduced in 1933. 
Particularly adapted .to middle western’ conditions. Its. uni- 
formity in maturity makes it desirable for whole kernel pack. 
Stalk erect with strong foliage; highly productive. Ears 
slightly tapered, well filled at tip. Kernels medium fine, deep, 
tender, of very good quality. 

“Length Days from 
of ear planting to 
inches eating stage 

9to 9% 96 

8 91 

OE ROSS bv 2 GREEN «oo ooic os cok ne obs Maceos oseues ck 8to9 7Y%to8%y 95 
Our development from crossing our mid-west strain of Nar- 
row Grain Evergreen and Asgrow Inbred 230. Particularly 
adapted for canners in the Corn Belt. More uniform and 
higher yielding than ordinary Evergreen varieties; tall, 
vigorous growth, excellent fodder. Ear long, attractive, with 
16 to 22 rows; kernels narrow, of good depth, white. 

Hybrid Sweet Corn: A crossing field on one of the Asgrow Breeding Farms. The 

lighter rows are pollen parents; the others, which have been detasseled, 

furnish the seed 

OPEN-POLLINATED 

Early Yellow Varieties 
COE PE INDIES AUN, PeARIW ets Oe a. Seen Soe ee no ee eee 5 to 5% 

Introduced by W. Atlee Burpee Company. The best and most 
favorably known of all the yellow varieties. Stalks often 
have 2 ears. Ears 8 rowed; kernels broad, with tender hull, 
sweet, and of very fine flavor. 

COl DE NES UNSEEN Bs 12nd 2 Ar pone tins Se ele g25ccesse 5 to 5% 
An early yellow variety with good sized ear; used in market 
gardens and for canning. Four to five days earlier than 
Golden Bantam. Ears 10 to 12 rowed. Kernels medium 
broad, golden yellow, sweet, and tender. 

6 to 6% 80 

6% to7 76 
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Intermediate Yellow Varieties 
Height Length Days from 
of stalk of ear planting to 

feet inches eating stage 

BARDEN-S “WONDER BAN TAM 2 3 see ee ee 544to6 64to74% 82 
Introduced by C. S. Clark & Sons. A desirable second early 
variety with somewhat longer ear and slightly taller stalk 
than regular Golden Bantam. Ears 8 rowed. Kernels broad, 
tender, sweet, of good flavor. 

BURBANK? BANSIVAM 5 Apes ct ee ah Oneal eens Bree aE 514 to 6 6 84 
A second early yellow variety good for canning. Ears large, 
rather short with 10 to 14 rows. Kernels medium, tender 
and of good flavor. Holds up well under adverse weather 
conditions. 

GOLDEN BANTAM, IMPROVED 10-14 ROWED ...... 5144to6 6tob6Y% 84 
Our development introduced in 1922. A selection from the 
original strain of Golden Bantam resulting in a larger ear 
with more rows and greater productivity. Ears 10 to 14 
rowed, uniform and attractive. Kernels golden yellow, 
medium wide, deep, sweet, and of fine flavor; remain tender 
Ionger than regular Golden Bantam. Particularly desirable 
for canners. 

GORMDENCGLA Nie eee ae eee ee ee ee 
A mid-season yellow variety, the result of crossing Golden 
Bantam and Howling Mob; good for home and market 
garden planting. Ears rather thick at the butt, 12 to 16 
rowed. Kernels golden yellow; of fair quality. 

Vie Pil tS AiR Yo YOR ON io) oe ier re eee ee eae 6% 7to7i% 84 
Deservedly popular as a large eared second early sort, for 
home and market garden. Stalk sturdy and erect; ears 12 
to 14 rowed, strong husks, well filled at tips. Kernels golden 
yellow, fairly deep, sweet, and of good flavor. 

NI 6% to7 (oe) a 

Late Yellow Varieties 

BAC GI AN Ios E 7B eG RGB, Nee joes cere ih ce ee ed Res 7 to 8 7 to 8 89 
Also known as Golden Evergreen. Bred by the Everett B. 
Clark Seed Company and introduced in 1910. A cross of 
Golden Bantam on Stowell’s Evergreen having Evergreen type 
of ear with 14 to 18 rows. Kernels rich, golden yellow, deep, 
with tender hull, sweet, and of fine quality. A superior 
medium late variety excellent for canners. 

ASGROW -GOLDEN- COLONEL. ae ee ee 7to8 7to7y% 91 
One of our newer developments. Received Award of Merit 
in All-America selections for 1936. The result of 10 years 
breeding in crossing White Country Gentleman and Golden 
Bantam. This new variety is identical in stalk and ear char- 
acteristics with regular Country Gentleman except for its 
golden color. Stalk sturdy, often with two ears. Kernels 
very deep, narrow, tender, arranged irregularly without row 
formation. This variety is distinct from Golden Cream as it 
has a much larger, more attractive ear with the typical 
Country Gentleman kernel pattern. Its dainty shoepeg kernels 
give a most attractive whole kernel pack, vacuum or brine. 

Early and Second-Early White Varieties 

BARI Ve SURPRISE. 2.00020 4c toe Ae pene AihutoS 6%to7 72 
An outstanding early white sort, our development, bred from 
Early Mayflower, and introduced in 1927. It surpasses others 
in ear size combined with extreme earliness. Ears 8 to 12 
rowed, well protected with strong husks. Kernels pure white, 
tender, and of good quality. 
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Height 
of stalk 

feet 

1d I RIL NC (C1 oe ONS 185 Ge ee ae ee ee He ae OEE ON Tae 6 
A well known popular variety, used extensively by canners 
in sections having shorter growing season. Ears 14 to 16 
rowed, with snowy white narrow kernels set compactly; 
tender hull, sweet, and of good flavor. ; 

ANON ele Nee VINO ES gree cere lac es crs eal yee gee ere 6 to 7 
A popular, prolific, second early variety, with large ear. Ears 
12 to 16 rowed, thick butts, strong husks with green streamers. 
Kernels clear white, plump, and of fair quality. 

Late White Varieties 
CUARKGS HARLEY EVERGREEN (2620.0 oe ie 8 

One of the best known and widely used canning varieties. 
Originated by Everett B. Clark more than fifty years ago. 
Ears 16 to 20 rowed. Kernels very deep, ivory white, sweet, 
and tender. 

COMUNE RY GEN TEE MAN or SHOR PEG 3.2..4.2-.0..... 7to8 
A late prolific variety of excellent quality, used widely by 
canners. Stalk often with two ears. Kernels very deep, 
slender, sweet, with tender hull, and set irregularly without 
row formation; 230 per oz. 

NARROW GRAIN or MAINE STYLE EVERGREEN ... 8to10 
Our introduction in 1904. Bred for discriminating canners 
from Stowell’s Evergreen by the Everett B. Clark Co.: it 
is unsurpassed in kernel type in all the Evergreen family. 
Ears 20 to 24 rowed, small cob. Kernels white, very deep, 
slender, of tender hull, sweet, and of fine flavor. 

SHOVE ees eB bre GR EL BND ei Soak ook aeeoe 0 oceans 8 to 10 
The best known late variety of Sweet Corn; a stock first 
grown in 1847 by Nathan Stowell at Burlington, N. J. Used 
extensively by canners for a standard product. Stalk sturdy 
and erect; ears 2% inches thick, uniform, 16 to 20 rowed. 
Kernels clear white, deep, rather broad, sweet and tender; 
112 per oz. Holds well in prime condition at eating stage. 

Asgrow Golden Colonel 

Length 
of ear 

21 

Days from 
planting to 

inches eating stage 

0% 

6% to8 

7% to9 

7to8 

8 to 9Y% 

88 

90 

95 
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CUCUMBER 
Native to the East Indies 

The breeding of new strains and improvement of standard varieties is carried on at our 
breeding grounds at Greeley, Colorado. Exceptional care is exercised in the isolation of plots 
to prevent hybridization. The number of days indicates the time required from planting of 
seed to develop fruits to first picking of slicers. The time should be reduced several days for 
small pickles. Our stocks of the pickling varieties are uniform, true to type and very prolific. 

Culture: Sandy loam, well-manured is the best soil for cucumbers. Sow seed in June after all 
danger of frost. Some growers prefer to plant in drills 5 to 6 feet apart to be thinned later, 
others plant in hills 5 to 6 feet apart each way. 2 pounds of seed will plant an acre. 

National Association Pickling Cucumber 

Length Diameter Days from 
of fruit of fruit planting 
inches inches to picking 

BOSTON PICKLING or EARLY GREEN PROLIFIC,b.s. 6to6% 2% 58 
Similar to Green Prolific. Very early and prolific. An ex- 
cellent pickling variety. Fruits weigh 1% pounds; medium 
green, slightly tapered. 

CHICAGO. PICK LING ibs «ue. ice tees a ee ee 6% 2% 59 
A widely used pickling variety. Uniform and attractive; also 
good for slicing. Fruits medium green, square ended; very 
prolific. 

DAVIS -BE END Dass Paves eins eee Sy ares ete 6 6% 57 
A desirable pickling strain recently developed for the use of 
Pickle Packers. At full maturity the fruits weigh 1% lbs.; 
deep green, squarish ended, uniform, productive. Resembles 
National Association Pickling. 

BARELY: RUSSIAN, (De Shae Meee ahs irene ne tae eae te a ey At to5 2 54 
Very small, exceptionally early, and prolific. Used largely 
for pickling. Fruits weigh 1 to 1% pounds. 

EVER BEA REN Gs Abies cc ee re Soe he et ee ese Sea 4u%4t0o4% 2 55 
Small, very early variety, similar to Early Russian; used 
for early pickles. Fruits weigh 1% pounds, chunky. By 
keeping the fruits picked, it will continue to bear throughout 
the growing season. 
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Length Diameter Days from 
of fruit of fruit planting 
inches inches to picking 

JERSEY PICKLING, b::s: AT MEAS SOS ile ee rr, Sete ei 6to8 2to2y% 63 
A standard pickling variety. Fruits weigh 1%4 pounds; 
medium green, tapered at both ends; uniform and slender. 

Pee AV Oye ee rey ae NEN Pee og it et a a NY 3 2 65 
In appearance somewhat resembles a lemon; used for pickles 
and for salads. Fruits nearly round, weigh 34 of a pound: 
rich lemon color, of excellent flavor; crisp. Increasing in 
favor and usage. 

NALIONAL ASSOCTATION PICKLING: b:s. <2. 5.2a55.. 6 2% 56 
A highly desirable pickling strain developed at the Michigan 
Agricultural College in collaboration with the National Pickle 
Packer’s Association. Full grown fruits weigh 14 pounds; 
dark green, symmetrical, square ended; solid with thick wall 
structure. Resembles Snow’s Perfection. 

SNOMWeS | Pict .LON, PICKLING, b:s. 2:..2....4...:; 514 to 6 24 56 
A somewhat smaller sort than Chicago Pickling. Early, pro- 
lific and rightly popular. Fruits weigh 1% pounds; deep 
green, strictly square ended, uniform and attractive. A widely 
used pickling sort. 

WS SP ED bys 'Oe Od & WD Sal Gt i a ee Ieee eg ee 
Native of Jamaica, distinct from Cucrmber, used for very 
small pickles. Fruits weigh 3 to 4 ounces; pale green, covered 
with prickly spines; oval and uniform. 

lo —s 60 

Recording Trials on our Cucumber Breeding Grounds, Greeley, Colorado 

DANDELION 
Culture: Mellow, well-fertilised loam produces the mest satisfactory results. Sow seed in 
April in rows 14 to 16 inches apart and plants can be cut in late fall and in following spring. 
Only occasional cultivation is necessary. 5 to 6 pounds of seed will plant an acre. 

ARLINGTON THICK LEAVED OR FRENCH BROAD LEAVED 
A highly desirable variety; plant rather upright; forms a rosette of large, broad leaves 
20 inches across. Leaves are thick, easily blanched. Used by gardeners and for canning 
Dandelion greens. 

DilL 
Culture: Sow seed % to 34 inch deep in well pulverized soil in rows 24 to 36 inches apart. 
5 pounds of seed are required to plant an acre. 

LONG ISLAND MAMMOTH 
Plant 2 to 2% feet high, with finely cut leaves; resembles Fennel. Seed very flat, has 
strong, bitter flavor. Used for flavoring pickles or as a condiment. 
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MUSTARD 
Used extensively in the South for greens and for canning. - 

Culture: Sow seed in spring to mid-summer in mellow loam in rows 12 to 18 inches apart. 
Cultivate frequently when plants are well above ground to insure rapid growth. 5 pounds of 
seed will plant an acre. 

FORDHOOK FANCY OR OSTRICH PLUME 
A handsome, upright growing, mild variety, slow to bolt seed stalks; leaves bright green, 
plume-like, and deeply fringed on the edges; excellent for salads; seed reddish brown. 

SOUTHERN GIANT CURLED 
The best known and most popular sort for greens. Leaves long and wide, light green, 
tinged with yellow, heavily crumpled and curled at the edges. Seed small, reddish brown. 

MUSTARD SPINACH or TENDERGREEN 
A quick growing plant of Oriental origin, particularly desirable for the South. Leaves 
oblong, broad, fairly smooth, with light green center ribs; slow to seed, resistant to heat 
and drought; combines flavors of mustard and spinach. 

OKRA OR GUMBO 
Thrives best in warm climates, and is well adapted to the Southern States. 

Culture: Sow the seed in warm sandy loam soil in rows about 2 feet apart. When plants are 
well above ground thin to 9 inches apart. Frequent cultivating and hoeing are essential for 
best results. Pods should be picked when quite green, and 2 to 2% inches long. §& to 10 pounds 
of seed are required to plant an acre. 

Height of 
plant feet 

IPS KCEIN IS IVE ACE NEOs sno a Ree ics 28 acta ON arise cate aetna Rta INA IE Sere ee 3% to 4% 
A medium early, productive sort. Pods bright, deep green, 7 to 8 inches 
long; slender, meaty, pointed, and ribbed. A valuable market and canning 
variety. 

AY, Al er UI BSI De 4) Dh Bead 0) Og eee a ence eet net ALAR el BoA CM Ebene orate mare in Si) Mey bee 3to 3% 
Plant early, prolific; pods ivory white, 6 to 7 inches long, meaty, renee: 
smooth, and pointed, excellent for home garden and canning. 

ONION 
Culture: Rich, deep, sandy loam and muck land are good for onion production. Frequent 
cultivation and hand weeding are necessary. Sow seed in April or May. 4 to 5 pounds per 
acre in drills 12 to 15 inches apart. 

Days from planting 
to marketable bulbs 

YAN 5 Bl Aes Oe Sod 237/20 £2) Bal Ded Tal By = ea a aie a Ie ar meen ET VR rap ome 90 to 92 
An exceptionally early sort, used for pickling, and for green bunch- 
ing. Bulbs small, flat, pure white, of mild, sweet flavor. 

WHE PORTUGAL) OR: STV EIRS KEN, se. Ode oe ee 100 to 102 
The most widely used white onion. It might be called an all-purpose 
variety, as it is excellent for sets, as a pickler, for green bunching, and for 
storage. Bulbs medium sized, thick-flat, clear white, hard, fine grained, 
and of pleasing flavor. It is a dependable cropper. 

NY 8 1 Ip Bs Be hl © J) EDS) By Um atte ee I ee cen eae PP re aS EMS Ce -AnNy Ue Dea SANEK Le Ss ic ore 90 to 92 
Valuable for early market and pickling, and sometimes used for bunching 
and for sets. Bulbs small, flat, clear white, firm and mild. 

Days om 
7] g t 

PARSNIP Seb rocls. 

HOLLOW -<GCROW:N or-GUERNSEY. 22550. 4. 2 ee ee eee eee 95 
Most commonly used of all varieties. Roots 12 to 14 inches long, 2% to 
3 inches thick at shoulder; hollow crowned, uniformly tapered. 

SHOR ey CRO eet pk hh Been et ca area era oa ten ah ete pee 75 to 80 
A very early variety with medium top. Root 6 to 8 inches long, 2% to 
3 inches in diameter at shoulder; full crowned, slightly rounded at top; 
flesh tender and sweet. 
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Planting Scene at one of our Pea Breeding Stations. The most modern methods and 

equipment are used throughout 

PEAS 
By breeding pedigreed stocks through generations of pure-line cultures, we are continually 
improving existing leading varieties of peas. This intensive process, supported by careful 
inspection and checking of field crops, produces exceptionally high grade stocks. In addition to 
maintaining standard varieties, new strains are developed by means of hybridization and selec- 
tion, which enable us to combine desirable plant characters such as disease resistance, produc- 
tiveness, and quality of two or more parents in new and more useful introductions. 

We have indicated in the number of days from planting to canning, average results under 
normal rainfall conditions. These figures will be of assistance in comparing the relative earli- 
ness or lateness of the various varieties when planted in any locality. 

Culture: Peas are grown successfully on various types of well-drained, non-acid, mellow soils 
but deep fertile loam with some clay mixture is best under rainfall conditions. In western 
areas, under irrigation, lava ash and less with good humus content produce the most satisfac- 
tory crops. Fall plowing is recommended, also application of lime where needed. Sow seed 
broadcast with grain drill as soon as land can be properly worked in the spring. When com- 
mercial fertiliser is used, direct contact between seed and fertilizer should be avoided. 3% to 
414 bushels are required to plant an acre. 

Smooth Seeded Varieties 
Height Length Days from 
of vine of pod planting to 
inches inches canning 

PANS GRO) AY PANIIT ENS Ne EE ee IRR ao 32 3 60 
Introduced in 1930. Fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. Used 
very extensively for canning as a first early variety. Vine 
slender, light green, very uniform in maturing. Pods single, 
blunt, light green, round, straight, contain 6 to 8 peas of good 
quality. Seed small, round, smooth, bluish green. The 
Asgrow strain, the first progeny line pedigreed stock of this 
variety ever developed, is noted for its pods size and 
productivity. 

AU APMNIPINE CnC eaMlg re ete cc ne she td BR oes Soc | Sicha eateel oriean shana Rygawahcs eA 24 2 60 
Developed and introduced by Rogers Bros. Seed Company. 
An early canning variety, used where small sizes are desired. 
Vine light. Pods single, narrow, light green, blunt, straight; 
contain 6 to 7 peas of fair quality. Canned peas round, 
medium-light green; sieve sizes 1 to 3, largely 3. Seed small, 
deeply dimpled or semi-wrinkled, light green. 
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PE AS—cContinued 

Wrnkled: Seeded, Vanieties” |) sa) yee 
Early and Second-Early of vine of pod planting to 

inches inches canning 

ASGROW EARLY HAR Vi Sie oe. oes es ee 28 to 30 2354 6l 
Our development, fully resistant to Fusarium wilt, ready 
in 1937. An early sweet wrinkled canning type showing more 
vigor than either Surprise or Wisconsin Early Sweet. Vine 
slender, medium green. Pods single, light green, plump, 
blunt; contain 6 to 8 peas having tender skins and excellent 
flavor. Canned peas round, light green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, 
largely 2 to 5, also excellent when ungraded. 

One of our new introductions—Asgrow Teton 

J ANS GaR OW sa TUE OIN Moe ee na aero in i Rect yea Reine Ele 32 to 36. «334 to4 65 
Developed on our Montana Pea Breeding Grounds, and ready 
in 1937. A hybrid variety fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Excellent for market gardens, shipping, canning and freezing. 
Vine dark green, medium heavy. Pods single, large, straight, 
blunt, dark green, concentrated in season; well filled with 
7 to 8 large, succulent peas of very fine quality. Canned peas 
semi-round, olive green; sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, cream 
and green, wrinkled. 

EV OINGD RAD Oe Dyn ere eae te oa a ety me eat eRe 18 to 20 4ly 63 
A very attractive, early, large podded sort, resembling Lax- 
tonian, for shipping, canning and freezing. Vine very dark 
green, stout, has tendency to develop “spikey”’ top. Pods 
single, broad, very deep green, pointed, curved; contain 8 large 
peas of excellent quality. Canned peas oblong, dark green; 
sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, wrinkled, yellow and green, 
somewhat flat. 



LAXTONIAN 

LAXTON’S PROGRESS 

SURPRISE 
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Asgrow Early Harvest Pods (left) excel Surprise (right) 

PE AS— continued 

(ie wae an a eae) Sm a) 6) “e; se 8 6.6.0 e «6 ave ee) 6 © fa «cere, «| 16 0 @,(s) 0) a) oem 

The best known of the early, dwarf, large podded sorts. Used 
for shipping, canning and freezing. Our strain has exception- 
ally large, dark pods. Vine dark green, rather coarse; “tops 
off” well at maturity. Pods single, broad, dark green, slightly 
curved, pointed; contain 7 to 8 large, succulent peas. Canned 
peas oblong, deep green; sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, 
flattish, yellow and green, wrinkled. 

wie wiih eS: eee @ Leia re whe) 6) S16) mie: S18) @ One ea aheneh aa i ele... 

Developed by Laxton Bros. and introduced in 1922. The 
largest podded and most attractive of the Laxtonian family. 
Popular for shipping, garden planting and for canning and 
freezing. Vine medium dark green. Pods single, 7% inch 
wide, dark green, somewhat curved, pointed, handsome; con- 
tain 7 to 9 large peas of good quality. Canned peas oblong, 
deep green; sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, cream with green, 
wrinkled. Our strain of this important variety is noted for 
its solid deep green color. 

Peeve Ve GhM. WiLT RESISTANT ...-.::..:-30:..-.- 
A new development fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. Used for 
home gardens and by some canners. Vine dark green, medium, 
productive. Pods single and double, light green, round, straight, 
blunt; contain 6 to 7 peas of good quality. Canned peas 
oblong, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 3 and 4. 
Seed wrinkled, green, medium sized. Our introduction in 1935. 

icin neltekattht «tase: inal al a cute ee." ialiee een, ©) (eine, (6 a) ere te, ee a) 8 SS 00 BOR Ser oy 

A popular early canning sort of first quality. Vine medium 

green, slender. Pods single, light green, plump, blunt; contain 

6 to 8 peas. Canned peas round, light green; sieve sizes 1 to 
5, largely 2 to 5, also excellent when ungraded. Seed small, 
wrinkled, green. This variety excels in tenderness of skin and 

sweetness of flavor. Our long podded pure-line is outstanding. 

Height 
of vine 
inches 

18 

16 to 18 

20 to 22 

28 to 30 

Length Days from 
of pod _ planting to 
inches canning 

At, 62 

44 to 5 62 

237, 64 

Ds tosen wil 
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Dark Podded Thomas Laxton: our recent development 

THOMASTEAXTON DARK OLODDED 2)... 3.58. 30 to 36 3%4t0 334 63 
Original light-colored strain introduced by Laxton Bros. in 
1898. Our improved dark podded strain retains the earliness 
of the first introduction but is more attractive in both vine 
and pods. Excellent for canning and freezing. Vine deep 
green and medium heavy. Pods single, rich deep green, plump, 
broad, blunt; contain 7 to 8 large, tender peas of splendid 
quality. Canned peas semi-round, olive green; sieve sizes 3 
to 7. Seed of medium size, cream and green, wrinkled. 

WIESCONSIN BARE Y SW BiB 2 ee ee 26 to 30 24%4t023% £61 
Originated by Prof. E. J. Delwiche, and introduced by the 
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station in 1932. An 
early, sweet, canning variety, similar to Surprise, resistant to 
Fusarium wilt, and of fine quality. Vine medium green, 
slender. Pods single, light green, plump, blunt; contain 6 to 
7 peas. Canned peas round, light green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, 
largely 2, 3 and 4. Seed medium small, wrinkled, green. This 
recent introduction has tenderness of skin, firmness and fine 
flavor, and is popular with canners. 

WORTLD:S=RE CO RID sao rk che ee ecard ie ota ee 24to26 334 to4 61 
A Gradus type, but four to five days earlier, and very uniform 
in maturing. Excellent for early markets and for freezing. 
Vine light green, medium heavy. Pods single, medium green, 
pointed, broad. plump; contain 7 to 8 large tender peas of 
fine quality. Canned peas oblong, deep green with thin skin; 
sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, cream and green, wrinkled. 
Our strain is noted for earliness and size of pods. 

Midseason and Main Varieties 
AND) WIN Ges ope oi eae sO pei oes Ee gs 26 314 68 

An older standard second early variety for canning, now 
largely replaced by Perfection; prolific, and of good quality. 
Vine dark green, stocky. Pods single and double, light green, 
blunt. p!tmp; contain 6 to 7 peas of good quality. Canned 
peas semi-round. medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 
3 and 4. Seed wrinkled, medium light green. 
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PE AS—continued 

MipvE NAN of fA THRILEPHONE, .........6....0.. 25. 
A handsome large podded variety of the Telephone family. 
Excellent for canning large, luscious peas garden run style 
and for freezing; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine dark green, 
coarse. Pods single, very broad, plump, straight, dark green, 
pointed; contain 8 to 10 peas of highest quality. Canned peas 
oblong, dark green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed 
large, wrinkled, light green. This variety can well be con- 
sidered the standard of high quality. 

JEG RCOVIID SCENTS TD) Sd 4G l(t a a 
Our recent hybrid development ready in 1937; fully resistant 
to Fusarium wilt. Highly desirable as a main canning variety. 
Vine similar to Perfection but with more open habit of 
growth; color light to medium green; quite resistant to aphids. 
Pods slightly curved, largely double, medium green, blunt, 
contain 7 to 9 peas. Canned peas semi-round, medium green; 
sieve sizes 2 to 7, largely 4, 5 and 6. Seed wrinkled, green, 
of medium size. 

PSIGURI OT LeS[UG e201 SS i a a 
Our introduction in 1932. Resembles Stratagem, but 4 to 5 
days earlier; unexcelled in pod size, and exceptional in 
quality; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Bred particularly for 
shippers and market gardeners and for freezing. Vine dark 
green, stocky and branching. Pods single and dovble, round, 
dark green, plump, pointed, curved at tip; contain 8 to 10 
large, succulent peas. Frozen peas large, oblong, dark green; 
sieve sizes 3 to 7 and a few larger. Seed large, wrinkled, 
green. 

Height 
of vine 
inches 

40 

28 to 30 

26 

29 

Length Days from 
of pod planting to 

canning inches 

4 to SY 

SZ 

5 to 61% 

67 

75 

74 

One of our new hybrids—Asgrow Pride. Exceptional in yield and uniformity 

DNISNGSTRIONINS ©1212 1B Ss ee oe eg Ur Bee Pa GI Oar APB 
Developed on our Montana Pea Breeding Grounds and intro- 
duced in 1936. A hybrid variety, exceptionally productive. 
Fully resistant to Fusarium wilt; excellent for canning ; 
similar in color and texture to Perfection. Vine dark green, 
open at top, sturdy, very uniform, quite resistant to aphids. Pods 
single and double, straight, plump, dark green, well filled with 
7 to 9 peas; highly concentrated in season. Canned peas semi- 
round, medium-deep green; sieve sizes 1 to 6, largely 3 to 5. 
Seed medium, green, wrinkled. Produces crops of quality 
peas under adverse conditions. 

A 65 
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Asgrow Triumph, a new mid-season hybrid 

Height Length Days from 
of vine of pod __ planting to 
inches inches canning 

ASG ROW PAR TUNER er Oe ea octet ne ia ans tae (0 Se meetin tae Tee te 36 to 40 344 67 
Our recent development introduced in 1936. A new canning 
variety of mid-season maturity, fully resistant to Fusarium wilt ; 
prolific and quite resistant to aphids. Vine medium stem, 
and medium green in color. Pods single, plump, nearly 
straight, semi-blunt; contains 7 to 9 uniform peas. Canned 
peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 
2, 3 and 4. Seed wrinkled, green. This variety can be 
described as having an Admiral vine and Perfection type pod 
and peas. Produces crops of quality under adverse conditions. 

CS ASINGING BER Sect Ge IVE a peecasts, caret cu etre ath got Wi AOU, Voto, <P gee OMe 24 234 65 
Can be classed in type between Premium Gem and Advancer, 
running more to single pods than the latter variety. Primarily 
for canners, it reaches canning stage half way between Alaska 
and Perfection. Vine dark green. Pods single and double, 
light green, blunt, straight; contain 6 to 7 peas of good quality. 
Canned peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, 
largely 3 and 4. Seed medium, wrinkled, light green. 

(SBE (2 Cad a apelin ae Wie ok ME ity eee RON ae SS eed a Sea 36 to 40 
A mid-season variety fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine 
medium green, slender, of Admiral type. Pods single and 
double, light, blunt; contain 6 to 7 peas; of good flavor. 
Canned peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, 
largely 2 and 3. 

EAR YD Beh HC BLON oie Soe oes tee at aa ein See 28 34 66 
Our own origination and introduction; a pure-line stock bred 
to mature 4 to 5 days in advance of regular Perfection strains. 
Particularly valvable to canners in giving them a desirable 
sweet wrinkled pea maturing between Surprise and Perfection. 
Vine dark green, thrifty. Pods single and double, blunt, light 
green, plump; contain 7 to 8 peas of good quality. Canned 
peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 6. Seed 
medium sized, green, wrinkled. 

GREEN cA DMBRAW ei. ee cia Be ed ae ee 36 to 40 234 to 3 69 
Developed and introduced by Rogers Bros. Seed Company. 
A dependable cropping variety for canners. Resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Vine dark green, slender. Pods single, blunt, 
straight, plump and well filled, medium green; contain 6 to 8 
medium small peas of uniform size. Canned peas oblong, light 
green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 2 and 3. Seed small, very 
green, wrinkled. 

66 » < 
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Height Length Days from 
of vine of pod planting to 
inches inches canning 

ORT aPMMNUPROWED 2. .oi llc. c ce eee ee 36 4 65 
A popular second early, large podded variety for gardeners 
and for freezing. Vine medium green, stocky. Pods single, 
broad, plump, pointed, medium green; contain 8 to 10 large, 
sweet, delicious peas. Frozen peas oblong, deep green, tender ; 
sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, wrinkled, cream and green. 

eA vce Ey Noth ea ee 30 2u, 68 
Used in some sections where small sieve sizes are desired. 
Vine slim, medium dark. Pods double, blunt, light green; 
contain 6 to 7 small peas. Canned peas nearly round, medium 
green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 2 and 3. Seed small, 
wrinkled, green. 

WAG TRIS TE Se nu lye 1241 1 Di Np) a Ra 
A large podded, mid-season, dwarf variety for shipping and 
freezing. Vine medium green, sturdy, somewhat coarse. Pods 
dark green, single, plump, curved, pointed; contain 7 to 9 
peas. Frozen peas oblong, deep green, sieve sizes 3 to 7. 
Seed large, cream with green, wrinkled. 

bo bo 4ly 68 

Asgrow No. 40 (page 29). An important freezing variety 
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Height Length Days from 
of vine of pods _ planting to 
inches inches canning 

1st a ls al Bl Dd 297 6 Patan Set ee a Natl 2 ben LZ ge Pini eerie ie a Salk % 36 to 38 234 65 
Resistant to Fusarium wilt and tolerant to aphids. This mid- 
season variety reaches canning stage between Surprise and 
Perfection. Vine slender, with open top, medium green, 
prolific. Pods single and in pairs, light, blunt; contain 6 to 7 
peas of good flavor. Canned peas medium green, nearly round ; 
sieve sizes 1 to 5, mostly 2 and 3. Seed green, small, wrinkled. 

CON AY 72 2a) tena Roe ee eer er Oe | eo g Me eae -ar AeA aN perp 
A medium late variety of recent introduction, very fine in 
quality and of strong productivity; good for canning where 
large size, tender peas are desired and for freezing. Vine 
medium light green with heavy stem and foliage. Pods single 
and double, 34 inch wide, medium green, blunt, straight, 
attractive; contain 6 to 8 large, succulent peas. Canned peas 
oblong, dark green; sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed large, green, 
wrinkled. 

PBR EE Ca @INag sas a e  eaeo e oeags on es eRe eh yee eee 28 to 30 3% 70 
An important main canning variety, fully resistant to Fusarium 
wilt; concentrated in pod development and very productive. 
Our stock is known particularly for its uniform, large, attrac- 
tive pods. Vine medium green, stocky. Pods double, medium 
green, blunt, slightly curved; contain 7 to 9 peas. Canned 
peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 6, largely 
3 4 and. 5: 

PRESIDEN ONvnIcS ON. oe 28 oc it ee nee kee ee oa eee 20 
Developed by Sutton and Sons and introduced in 1919. A 
handsome second early dwarf variety, with exceptionally large, 
attractive pod. Used by market gardeners and for freezing. 
Vine very dark green, stocky, with large leaves. Pods single, 
broad, plump, pointed, slightly curved, rich deep green; con- 
tain 8 to 9 large succulent peas. Frozen peas oblong, dark 
green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed large, 
wrinkled, green; excellent for home and market garden, and 
for shipping. 

SIEINVAVE Oi eit ea ce aioe Be at De a ail e ee ey tee 36 4 71 
A productive medium late sort, for canning; resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Vine stout, medium green. Pods single and 
paired, curved, pointed, plump, medium green; contain 6 to 
8 large peas of good quality. Canned peas oval, medium 
green; sieve sizes 3 to 7. Seed moderately wrinkled, cream 
and green, medium sized. 

bo NI aS NI ar 

o1 Orv cn 

ZZ Li 

Aerial view of increase blocks of Asgrow pure-line stocks of peas 
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Ee AS—Continued 

WETICE are 
A productive canning variety, resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine 
dark green, medium stem. Pods single, light green, straight, 

plump, blunt; contain 6 to 8 medium sized uniform peas. 
ee peas oblong, light green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, largely 

2,3 and 4. Seed square, creamy yellow, wrinkled. 

Later Varieties 

GHIMRIOESUREE BUR SE osc. aii cn occ clove cccccuces. 
A main season canning variety following Perfection. Vine 
deep green, stocky, prolific. Pods single and double, pointed, 
curved, medium green; contain 7 to 9 peas of very good 
flavor. Canned peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 
1 to 6, largely 3 and 4. Seed wrinkled, medium green. About 
80 per cent resistant to Fusarium wilt. 

TOW RTP eNO) BD 04 2) (ne 
Desirable for market gardens and shipping; used also for 
freezing; of good size but type not completely fixed. Vine 
dark green, stocky. branching, resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Pods single and double, dark green, plump, pointed, slightly 
curved; contain 7 to 9 large peas of good quality. Frozen 
peas oblong, dark green, sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. 
Seed large, green, wrinkled. 

Divi bee rONE, or DAISY. 2... 6. Selec ccc cn be eas 
A late, large podded, highly productive sort for home garden 
and truckers, and for shipping; also used for canning in a 
limited amount; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine light green, 
stocky and branching. Pods single and double, medium light 
green, lightly curved, broad, pointed and attractive; contain 
8 to 10 peas of excellent quality. Canned peas large, oblong, 
light green, tender; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed 
large, wrinkled, green with bluish cast. Our strain is unsur- 
passed in size and appearance of pods. 

LEW TE RE Bales Co Rk a 0 ee eee 
Used by canners in packing large sized, ungraded peas; fully 
resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine dark green, thick, coarse and 
branching. Pods double, light green, plump, blunt, straight; 
contain 4 to 5 large peas of good flavor. Canned peas oblong, 
medium green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed very 
large, light green, flat, wrinkled. 

HORSE ORS MARKET GARDEN .........0s0--.0+026-- 
A very productive canning variety. Vine dark green, thick 
stemmed, and branching. Pods double, light green, plump, 
blunt, straight; contain 6 to 7 uniform peas of fair quality. 
Canned peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 5, 
largely 3, 4 and 5. Seed medium sized, green, wrinkled. 

INTGTIAUB BTR 1127 0 a 
Introduced by Jerome B. Rice Seed Co. A late canning 
variety of good quality, and productive. Vine deep green, 
medium, stocky. Pods single and double, pointed, curved, 
medium green; contain 7 to 8 peas of good quality. Canned 
peas semi-round, medium green; sieve sizes 1 to 6, largely 
2,3 and 4. Seed wrinkled, medium green. 

PIII OTS (OVE S02 NS Se 
A desirable sort for canning large sized garden run peas; 
resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine medium green, coarse. Pods 
single and double, light green, blunt ; contain 4 to 6 large peas. 
Canned peas oblong, medium green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a 
few larger. Seed large, w rinkled, cream and green. 

Height 
of vine 
inches 

32 to 34 3t03% 

ee) bo 

28 to 30 

36 

40 

Length Days from 
of pod planting to 
inches 

36 to 40 234 to3 

4, 

3 

374 

canning 

69 
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A load of seed from an Asgrow farmer-grower 

Height Length Days from 

PEAS—continued {ge 
EO GU SHO Neh ec th eects es tiny SN oN EN Nie ctr Queene 42 3% 75 

A medium late sort for canning; resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Vine medium green, with stout stem. Pods single and paired, 
light green, plump, straight, blunt; contain 5 to 6 large peas 
of good quality. Canned peas oblong, medium green; sieve 
sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed large, wrinkled, cream 
and green. 

SRAM A GE Ma sENIP ROVE D bo. cutke Akh A ee ee ee 26 4Y 79 
Our improved strains of Stratagem and Potlatch are identical. 
A superior late variety, for canning and freezing; resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Vine deep green, stocky, and branching. Pods 
single and paired, 7% inch wide, nearly round, straight, pointed, 
dark green; contain 8 to 10 tender, succulent peas. Canned 
peas oblong, dark green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. 
Seed large, wrinkled, green. 

YA @ RIES EP Te Be Es RO ais eet eos a hoe coe ee 28 3 75 
A medium late sort, desirable for canning; resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Vine dark green, stocky, and branching. Pods 
double, medium green, blunt, straight, plump; contain 5 to 
6 large sweet peas of good quality. Canned peas oblong, 
medium green; sieve sizes 3 to 7, and a few larger. Seed 
large, flat, green, wrinkled. 
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PEPPER 
Native to tropical America, the pepper has come to be an important vegetable in the 
United States. 

Culture: Peppers do best on sandy loam soil. Sow seed in hotbeds in February or March and 
transplant to field as soon as plants are ready and soil thoroughly warm. Plants should be set 
18 inches apart m the row with 24 to 30 inches between rows. One ounce of seed will produce 
1000 plants; 2 to 3 ounces required per acre. 

Days from 
setting 

Length Diameter of plants 
inches inches to picking 

DISUSE) CISD Sa ee ee eee 6 to7 1 80 
A hot, late variety, planted largely in the South and in Cali- 
fornia. Used for canning and drying. Fruits tapering, deep 
green, changing to bright scarlet at maturity. 

EUS U STON UIA "a Gly" EDT Dl Se 4¥4 - 75 
An outstanding medium late variety. Plant vigorous, upright, 
prolific. Fruits 4-lobed, chunky; very attractive, smooth, 
uniform, and deep green, changing to bright crimson; flesh 
thicker than any other variety, sweet and mild. 

Ee aie re we A ec Sik od won 'e wale v va ed cece ce nteae 2to 2% 1 7 
A very pungent pickling variety, used extensively in Southern 
California. Plant large, upstanding, very prolific. Fruits 
tapering, waxy yellow with reddish cheek when half mature 
or at pickling stage, changing to full red at maturity. Rarely 
used at ripe stage. 

Pino inert erie © BLOW WAX «2.5. ccc cc cede ce wecseccse 5Y4 to 6% 6 65 
A first early, hot sort. Plant dwarf and prolific. Fruits 
medium slender, tapering, smooth and very pungent. Color 
waxy yellow, changing to bright crimson at maturity. 

o1 

Part of the greenhouse at Milford, Conn. 
Fully equipped for breeding and testing 
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Days from 
setting 

Length Diameter of plant 
inches inches to picking 

LONG RED CAYENNE ¢..!00:, cee ee 5 7 70 
A favorite hot variety, used largely for canning, and in pickles ; 
also for drying. Plant large and productive. Fruits tapering, 
frequently twisted; very pungent; deep green, changing to 
brilliant red. 

AP IVIGEGINED: ©les et ete arias Astor hac Ree ea eects Ae inne Pes een re si.eh a eee 2% 73 
Also known as Perfection. Pre-eminently a canning variety. 
Plant large, erect, prolific. Fruits heart-shaped, very smooth; 
color dark green, changing to bright crimson at maturity; flesh 
exceptionally thick, sweet and mild. 

15 Dl DE AA Gol LD 51 a) Cpa Are eer de Mliae acebe reagan ene Sees Sere ye 3 as 1 1 82 
Popuitar for use in pickles. Plant vigorous, upright, prolific. 
Fruits round, smooth, solid, exceedingly pungent; color deep 
green, changing to deep scarlet. 

JES] D7] DE ( Ol W) Bl] eta Rn en UR re PE oe erence 8) 2 Vr 82 
Plant of low spreading growth, 18 inches tall, very productive. 
Fruits erect, conical, extremely pungent; color yellowish 
green, changing to deep red; used in making pepper sauce. 

PATE ARS © OA sh eR ree Ie g fee ean Gane a 1 3g 90 to 95 
A very late, extremely hot variety, used in pickles and pepper 
sauce. Plant large and spreading. Fruits small, tapering, 
smooth; color greenish yellow, turning to scarlet red. 

Native to America 

Culture: Pumpkins thrive on sandy loam and clay soil. Sow seed in May in hills 6 to 8 feet 
apart each way. Pumpkins are also grown successfully by planting sparingly in corn ‘fields. 
3 to 4 pounds of seed will plant an acre. 

Dia- Days from 
Depth meter planting to 
inches inches canning 

CONNEC CWS TET Dt ee. ie 2 ie ont oe a ee 10to14 12tol15 120 
Extensively grown for making pies, for canning, and for stock 
feed; usually planted in corn fields. Fruits large, flattened at 
the ends, weigh 15 to 25 pounds. Surface hard, smooth, some- 
what ribbed; deep orange in color; flesh thick, orange-yellow, 
coarse and sweet. 

iy AAI GES SES oI ct re he Ree eae he ee ed 12 8 £5 
Resembles the Cushaws in shape, but earlier and large. Skin 
dark green, with lighter green stripes. Flesh deep yellow, and 
of good quality. Weight 12 pounds. Seed has markings 
resembling Japanese characters. Valuable for canning and 
stock feed. 

KGB NAW iC KY GOED ie PY haa 2 en See ee 12 to 14 120 
Widely used for canning, and for stock feed, particularly 
through the South. Fruits large, slightly ribbed, not fixed 
in shape, some being flat, others globular and elongated; weigh 
10 to 15 pounds; color dull orange; flesh deep yellow, coarse, 
and of good flavor. 

AE SCH DEC) SP SS] te ene eet gee hla earn LUO RL rb pd 6to8 12 108 
Our pedigreed strain, exceptionally early and uinform, is 
particularly valuable to canners. Fruits very flat, weigh 10 
pounds, slightly ribbed, cream colored; flesh very thick, 
orange-yellow, and of fine quality. 

SMALL SUGAR OR NEW ENGLAND PIE ............... 8 10 118 
Standard for general use. Fruits round, flattened at ends, 
weigh 6 to 8 pounds; skin hard, smooth, somewhat ribbed, deep 
orange; flesh thick, sweet, orange-yellow and of high quality. 
Used also for canning. 
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es, yp % ‘ef, ; Z . > ‘ Fe ine # ite 2 
eae at fae - : ~ Pe, ma Lat tis as tae 

Breeding plot of Connecticut Field Pumpkin at Milford, Conn. 

RHUBARB 
Native to Mongolia 

Culture: Sow seed in the spring an inch deep in rows 10 to 12 inches apart and later thin to 
4 to 6 inches between plants. Transplant to well-manured field in the fall, in rows 4 to 5 feet 
apart with plants 3 to 4 feet apart. The crowns of the roots should be set 2 mches below the 
surface of the soil. In transplanting, tt is necessary to discard undesirable plants as all do not 
come true from seed. Blossom stalks should be cut back to the ground when they appear. It 
requires 3 pounds of seed to plant an acre. 

LINNEAUS 
A second early variety with thick, long stalks, reddish in color, and of fine flavor. Used 
by gardeners and for canning. 

VICTORIA 
A main crop sort, vigorous in growth, with upstanding, thick, red stalks of excellent 
quality. Used by gardeners and for canning. 

SPINACH 
The time from planting to cutting of marketable plants varies considerably with the season 
of the year in which sowings are made. The accompanying schedule applies to spring planting 
in the Northern States. Spinach was developed from a wild plant in Central Asia. 

Culture: For best results, spinach requires a large amount of humus in the soil. Sowimgs can 
be made in March and April for early summer harvest and in August and September for fall 
crop. Plant seed in rows 16 to 20 inches apart. 10 to 12 pounds of seed will sow an acre. 

Days from sow- 
ing to cutting 

BeiGHteeestisTANT SAVOY (VIRGINIA SAVOY) .|:..:.2.....:: : 39 
A Savoy-leaved sort, bred at the Virginia Experiment Station for mosaic 
resistance. Upstanding, vigorous plant; seeding rather early; highly desir- 
able for planting in infested soil. Leaves somewhat smoother than other 

strains of Savoy. 
BLOOMSDALE SAVOY, LONG STANDING .......... ea et ae 42 

Only a few days later than the regular Bloomsdale Savoy, it holds twelve 
to fourteen days longer before throwing seed stalks. Plants are very uni- 
form and sturdy. with very attractive, highly crumpled and blistered dark 

green leaves. Exceptionally valuable for home and market gardens, for 
canning and for shipping from the extreme South. 
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Giant Nobel Spinach, an excellent thick leaved variety 

Days from sow- 
ing to cutting 

GIANT NOBELvor GIANT THICK LEAVED 282°) 22522 ee eee 45 
A recent European introduction of high merit. Very valuable for canning. 
Plant large, vigorous, and spreading. It is slow to form seed stalks, and an 
extremely heavy yielder. Leaves very large, thick, smooth, pointed, with 
rounded tip; deep green, tender. The best of the thick leaved sorts. 

BRE TSAINAN ead Sis ea Skala Soe Sloan Grape Se ne cele a ee ee 48 
A_ splendid, second early, long standing sort, for shipping, and canning. 
Plant compact and dense, growing close to the ground. Leaves rounded, 
with short stems; thick, crumpled, very dark green; slow in producing 
seed stalks. 

KINGZOR DENMARK 0-525 sosnd soins ee Ree oes eee eee 46 
An exceptionally long standing sort, highly desirable for canning. The 
large, spreading plant carries broad, rounded, very dark green leaves, which 
are somewhat crumpled. Excellent for spring planting, as seed stalks are 
slow in forming. 

PRC KEY AWN TER: sos oe he OE Us oo ee eee 43 
A late, prickly seeded, long standing canning sort, used extensively on the 
Pacific Coast for fall planting. Plant large, upstanding, and vigorous. 
Leaves arrow-shaped, thick, medium dark green. 

PRICKLY WINTER, DARK GREEN OR HOLLANDIA. 2.2 43 
More attractive and productive than the regular strain, it is highly desir- 
able for canners. The leaves are large, broad, arrow- shaped, and very dark 
green. Used extensively in California. 

IVERSEN IG eee) Bee aici ota ioe Saks ade Gia ee eee 45 
This new variety may well be described as a dark green "Nobel and is 
also known as Northland. Excellent for market gardens and canning. 
Plant large, spreading, vigorous, long-standing and heavily productive. 
Leaves very large, thick, dark green. 

IVAUR@NGE ACY reo okie ak wise vans. 'es's HRM Ridge 4 ciel deagee ae eee ee aoe 45 
An extremely large mid-season, vigorous growing variety, with long, broad, 
pointed, thick, smooth leaves, of deep green color. Desirable for canning. 
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SQUASH 
Of all the vegetables, squashes exhibit the greatest range in plant and fruits characters and 
hybridize most readily under average field conditions. Consequently they are given special care 
and attention on our breeding grounds in Colorado, California and Connecticut. Pedigreed 
lines are established by covering flowers with bags to control pollination. Increase Rigas 
are grown in fields well-isolated from any other squash variety. The number of davs indicates 
the time from planting of seed to mature fruits. The measurements apply to fully erown iruits 
at canning stage. ; 

Culture: Squashes requre practically the same soil conditions as pumpkins. Sow seed after 
warm weather is assured in hills 6 to 8 feet apart each way. 3 pounds of seed will plant ae 
acre, 

Golden Delicious Marrow. Has dry, sweet flesh 
Dia- Days from 

Depth meter planting to 
inches inches canning 

BOSS NS rn ere a 12 9 97 
A very productive, late fall variety, extensively used for can- 
ning. Resembling Hubbard in size and shape, the fruits weigh 
6 to 8 pounds. The deep orange skin is somewhat rough, and 
quite hard; flesh is yellow, thick, firm, fine grained, moist. 
Vine of trailing type. 

GOLDEN Mr Eme Us) MARROW 2.2.5 2.6 e050. 652 - ee dae 10 to 12 8 100 
Highly desirable for canning, on account of its extremely dry 
flesh. Vine of trailing type. Fruits top-shaped, weigh 7 
pounds. Color bright reddish orange, with deep green tip at 
blossom end. Flesh thick, medium grained, golden orange, 
Sweet and dry. 

GOLDEN oe 2 2 SN a ae Ee eee 11 8 100 
Similar to Green Hubbard, but earlier, smaller, and more 
prolific. Popular with canners. Fruits somewhat pointed at 
each end, weigh 8 to 10 pounds, moderately warted, orange- 
red, with faint cream colored stripes toward blossom end; 
flesh deep orange, dry, and of fine quality; it keeps well. 
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Asgrow Scarlet Dawn. All-America Gold Medal 1935 
Increasingly used for canning in areas of shorter season 

TOMATO 
Native to tropical America, formerly called Love Apple 

New varieties and new strains are being developed at our breeding grounds, and older varieties 
improved through individual cultures produced under expert handling. Disease resistance, 
attractiveness of color, thickness of walls, and heavy cropping qualities, have been attained to 
a high degree. The number of days indicated peprcsents the time required from setting of 
plants to produce marketable fruits. It takes 4 to 5 weeks to produce plants for field setting. 
Varieties listed in larger type are important, widely used ones. We are also furnishing stocks 
of leading canning and shipping varieties, certified as to purity and freedom from disease by 
various State Departments of Agriculture. 

Culture: Tomatoes thrive on various types of well-enriched soils but strong sandy loam ts 
preferable. Sow seed m hotbeds in March and April and transplant to field in June when danger 
of frost 1s past. Set plants 3 to 4 feet apart in the row with 4 to 5 feet between rows. One 
ounce of seed will produce about 2500 plants; 2 to 3 ounces will plant an acre. In localities 
where seed 1s sown in the field without transplanting, 1 to 2 pounds are required per acre. 

Early and Second-Early Varieties eee 
setting plant to 

canning 

ASGROW: SCARE Ea = DAWN) UN hes cues eat ene 70 
Our development introduced in 1934. Received All-America Gold Medal 
Award for 1935. A cross of Clark’s Early and Marglobe, earlier in season 
than either parent. Vine of medium growth, fairly open, very prolific. 
Frvits medium large, globular with thick wall structure, smooth, free from 
flat sides. bright scarlet, ripening well to the stem, exceptionally attractive. 
Highly desirable for home garden and shipping; also for early canning. 

EOIN ENYA IE Silage chars oa ee eA sere Nate eee ee tes, SIRs Pe ee 74 
Standard second early variety, valuable for canners and shippers. Vine 
medium, not very hardy. Fruits medium sized, apple-shaped, smooth, solid, 
bright scarlet in color, of excellent quality. 

B31 50) Oy/ANI AO} AR DAS COS aba nO a Sie eee OSs ON Cm Re SEE MRM EN Macca cie UTC 1 70 
Originated by the late Dr. F. J. Pritchard, of the United States Department 
of Agriculture, in 1930. A cross of Marglobe and Marvana, resistant to wilt 
and nail-head rust. Plant light, of open, spreading habit, with medium 
foliage; early and very prolific. Fruits medium large, orange-red, uniform, 
globe-shaped, smooth; walls not as thick as in Marglobe. The yellow cast 
in color and light vine growth are drawbacks to this variety. 
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OS Le 8 58 a 
A second early sort good for canning in the North. Plant medium. with 
open growth; prolific. Fruits medium large, smooth, scarlet, Ae oe 

globe-shaped. 

Me EAT | 8 ec cece ccc cece cen 
Our origination introduced in 1919. A medium early variety extensively 

used in the extreme South. Vine of medium growth, open, very prolific. 
Fruits medium large, globe-shaped, bright scarlet, smooth, solid, with thick 
walls. An excellent early variety for canning in northerly sections. 

yee ES 
A first early sort used in northerly sections for canning. Ours is one of 
several excellent strains of this important variety which has been bred for 
thicker, smoother fruits. Vine is open, spreading, medium small. Fruits 
flattened, medium sized, firm, bright red, quite smooth. 

pe IVE) Fe a ie ee eee i cece we ween bce cccwcsncec 
Developed by Dr. Walter A. Huelsen and introduced by the University 
of Iliinois in 1935. A second early variety resistant to Fusarium wilt. Vine 
intermediate, somewhat smaller than Greater Baltimore; leaves finely cut. 
Fruits oblate, smooth, bright red, solid with small core and shallow basin at 
stem. Good for market gardens and canning. Particularly adapted to 
Midwest conditions of heat and dry weather. 

a a a Te ia see ww ins aime sw oe Sea em aes oe Hod gd eR wee es 
An early sort maturing between Earliana and Bonny Best. Excellent for 
canning. Vine of medium height and open growth. Fruits medium sized, 
semi-globular, very attractive bright scarlet-red, smooth and quite firm. 
We have an exceptionally early strain. 

Days from 
setting plants to 

canning 

75 

66 

King Humbert, a mild tomato for a solid pack 

wl) CRAG TE DTS 0 ee BR a a ea 
A small fruited variety used for canning solid pack and for puree, also for 
preserves. Vine medium, rather open, very prolific. Fruits oval, 2% inches 
long by 1%4 inches in diameter, borne in clusters, deep red, with little juice 
and of very mild flavor. 

yi aaa UNDE el ek koe ac oa ech eeneetae ees esse eee 
A medivm early variety used in some sections of the West and South for 
canning and for shipping. Vine of medium growth, somewhat open, quite 
prolific. Fruits medium large, deep-flat, scarlet, solid. 

NYSTATE oa. eee) oe) are) \e 
Vana i Sie Gral wet 6 ‘ea ie bese = lel ww eee) ers) s 2 « «Bye Selene ereere eee ce 

Plant medium, vigorous. Fruits large, smooth, deep red, comparatively free 
from cracks, with medium walls; flesh scarlet-red, mild in flavor. 

NI o1 

68 
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Days from setting 
lan 

sates fruits 

PRITCHARD OR SCARLET TOPPER <2. 2..-2...-- MA eS 73 
A scarlet, seli-topping, disease-resistant variety originated by the late 
Dr. F. J. Pritchard, of the United States Department of Agriculture, in 
1931. A cross between Marglobe and Cooper’s Special, it has inherited 
fine qualities from each parent. Heavily productive. Fruits large, smooth, 
globular, solid, with thick walls and cross-sections; color light scarlet, not 
as intense as could be desired. 

RUS GEIRS ie. 5. bei ae OR ia TE ECR SRN ACNE NREL ESE Cann ee 72 
Certified or regular stock as desired. A second early variety developed 
at the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station and introduced in 1935. 
A cross of Marglobe and J. T.D., desirable for canning regular pack and 
for juice. Plant large with thick stems and vigorous foliage. Fruits similar 
to Marglobe but flatter at stem end; bright red, smooth with thick walls 
and small seed cells, ripen from center; flesh red and firm and of low 
acidity. 

Pritchard, a productive, disease-resistant variety 

Main Crop Varieties 

INDIANA CERTIFIED GREATER BALTIMORE .......) 00 81 
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Indiana Certified Greater Baltimore 
Days from setting 

plant to 
marketable fruits 

ek BE a eo 81 
A pedigreed stock developed by ourselves as a main crop canning variety. 
Plant vigorous, somewhat open, prolific. Fruits large, deep-flat, bright red, 
quite free from cracks, solid; interior color deep red; small seed cells. 
Resembles Indiana Baltimore, but deeper and somewhat smoother. 

ee ore ia Sanco eb a sa dic we 's eo ced ae sce ae bleeds nalates 87 
Our introduction developed particularly for canners’ use. Resembles Stone, 
but is more uniform, and ripe fruits quite free from green collar about the 
stem. Vine heavy, vigorous, and prolific. Fruits very large, deep scarlet-red, 
globe-shaped, flattened; very smooth and solid. Follows Clark’s Special B 
in season. 

es cd vag vce ko ec ene eas neeeanes unc cwediewamesss 79 
Since its introduction by the United States Department of Agriculture about 
1925 this main crop variety has come into use in some sections by canners. 
Plant vigorous, with heavy foliage, resistant to wilt and nail-head rust; 
moderately productive. Fruits medium large, nearly globular, smooth, 
solid, with thick walls and cross-sections; of fine quality. 

ieee ti Pl MARGLOBE .............00cs0cces cence een es 78 
Our special stock of this well-known and widely used variety is particularly 
desirable for canners. Plant vigorous, dark green, resistant to Fusarium 
wilt and nail-head rust, quite productive. Fruits large, nearly round, smooth, 
bright deep scarlet with solid interior containing small seed pockets; flavor 
mild. Adapted to field and greenhouse production. 
am SN ieee bc dons ae neh ed cms ade dee seesenee ses 83 

A reliable mid-season sort, well-adapted to canning. Plant heavy in growth, 
erect, strongly productive. Fruits large, thick-flat, quite smooth, bright 
cardinal-red. 

Ronee ERS TOPOS PO TANT | |... occ cee ccd cece ewe eee ce eee eee e eee 88 

A wilt resistant variety, similar to Stone, introduced some years ago by 
the United States Department of Agriculture. Plant medium heavy and 
productive. Fruits large, flattened elobe- shape, deep cardinal-red; solid, and 
of excellent quality. 

SR Es ee es 83 

Our introduction in 1936. A mid-season variety developed at our Milpitas, 
California breeding grounds partict larly adapted to California growing 
conditions ; desirable for canning regular pack and juice. Plant sturdy, 
vigorous with medium foliage, very ‘prolific. Fruits semi-globular, solid, 
smooth, deep scarlet, very free from skin cracks;. hold firmness and shape 
well when canned. Mild acidity and bright red interior make juice particu- 
larly attractive. 
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Days from setting 
plant to 

marketable fruits 

INFO ER A Eat, ee ele rae rte oR ae re ae meee WK ta 90 
Our introduction in 1936. <A late, heavy yielding variety, bred particularly 
to meet California growing conditions. Plant growth extremely vigorous 
with dark green foliage; unsurpassed in yield. Fruits 34-globe, thick walled 
with solid center structure; deep red, average weight 34 pound. Excep- 
tionally desirable for solid pack canning. 

SEO EVP R OVE DD rae S ie care eco ce ep an SPUN are ad, Mle 86 
A medium late variety, deservedly popular with canners and market gard- 
eners; our strain ripens evenly, and is uniform. Vine large, dense, very 
productive. Fruits large, flattened, but deep, smooth, attractive scarlet-red, 
of fine flavor. 

BIR OWANEGS < Sib BCA or ae a eee eee ee eee ee ae ne erie Gg EMR at oN 88 to 90 
Also known as Market Champion. A very late, prolific canning variety 
good for solid pack and for juice; well suited to soil and Climate condi- 
tions in Delaware and Maryland. Vine large, stocky, dark green with 
extremely heavy foliage. Fruits very large, flattened-globe, dark red, solid; 
interior deep red. 

Yellow Varieties 

SOLD LALO fe) Be SAN) Sole ripe i ee PRED or a iy STERIL ME Aral ct nar re ane oe Ne a 73 
Valuable for canning solid pack and for preserves. Vine rank and spreading. 
Frvits small, deep “yelllos pear-shaped; borne in heavy clusters; flavor 
mild and inviting. 

Bs Ep EAC O09, 9/001 28 6) Gea a ec enki A VI eA he rh ear aa ae ae ee 73 
Similar in type to Yellow Pear. “Goad for canning solid pack and for 
preserves. Fruits smooth, deep yellow, plum-shaped; of mild flavor. 

GOT D IE NSO HEIN: eee aris ee ee er eer ot tere Me tine Cua arate ee oe 84 
The leading large yellow variety for main crop planting. Good for canning 
and for juice. Vine of medium size. Fruits medium large, deep golden 
yellow; smooth, rather solid, of mild flavor. 

Tomato seed saving operations. Every precaution is taken against seed-borne 

diseases, from sterilized soil in the greenhouse to disinfection of the seed 
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TURNIP 
Native to Europe 

The number of days represents the time required, from sowing of seed, to produce roots of 
marketable or storage size, at our Milford, Connecticut, breeding farm. Our purebred stocks 
of the leading varieties are standards of quality. 

Culture: Seed should be sown in July or early August for main crop. Drill in rows 2 tek ~ 

apart and thin to 6 to 8 inches between plants. Highly desirable to make sowings just before 
rain to insure rapid growth at the start. On clean, strong land it is possible to sow the seed 

broadcast and get satisfactory results. It requires 2 pounds of seed to an acre. 

Purple Top White Globe Turnip 
Days from 

Diameter planting 
inches to harvest 

ee DOP WHITE GLOBE ...............0: 0-00-00 ecccececes 4to6 55 to 60 
An all-purpose variety, extensively used for shipping; also for canning 
mixed vegetables. Our purebred strain is noted for its uniformity and 
productivity. Tops dark green, large, erect, strap leaved. Roots large, 
globe-shaped, very smooth, upper part purple-red, white below; flesh 
white, sweet, crisp and tender. 

SEVEN TOP 
A very hardy sort, grown principally for greens, and also for forage. Popular throughout 
the South. The young shoots are very tender. Used for canning turnip greens. Roots 
are tough and undesirable for food. 

SHOGOIN or JAPANESE FOLIAGE 
A rather recent introduction to America, already widely used in the South. Tops 18 to 
20 inches tall, erect, bright green, strap leaved. Roots semi-globular, white throughout, 
mild and tender. Used for canning turnip greens. 

RUTABAGA OR SWEDE TURNIP 
A Turnip-rooted Member of the Cabbage Family 

Days from 
Diameter planting 
inches to harvest 

BUEEEEIEPLR TOP |... oe... see cee ee eeeceeseee ees: 5 to7 88 
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The development of disease-resistant varieties is an important part of the Asgrow 

Program. In this breeding ground on “sick” soil the resistant strains 

of peas can be easily seen 

THE ASGROW BREEDING AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Since it is concerned with the great number of varieties of different species described in 

this catalogue, the operations of the Program are obviously extensive. 

Its first objective is the maintenance of the Asgrow parent stocks. Only by continual breed- 

ing and selection have these pedigreed lines been built up. Unrelaxing care is exercised to 

ensure the standards which canners and their farmer-growers have come to expect from 

Asgrow seeds. 

Its second objective is the adaptation of these stocks to different growing areas, and to make 

them resistant to diseases and parasites. Since we have normally but one growing season each 

year this important work can only be accomplished gradually. 

Its third objective is the development of entirely new and improved varieties. The better con- 

ditions of living to which as a people we have become accustomed are enhanced in no small 

measure by the increasingly higher standards, in quality and attractiveness of our foods. 

Some of the more recent results of this part of our program have been submitted to the critical 

trials of the impartial judges appointed annually since 1933 by the American Seed Trade 

Association and have achieved the following 

ASGROW ALL-AMERICA RECORD 

1933 Asgrow Stringless Green Pods Bean Gold Medal 

Asgrow Black Valentine Bean Award of Merit 

Asgrow Imperator Carrot Award of Merit 

Clark’s Special Cucumber Award of Merit 

1934 Asgrow Wonder Beet Gold Medal 

Stowell’s Evergreen Hybrid Corn Special Mention 

1935 Asgrow Scarlet Dawn Tomato Gold Medal 

Asgrow King Pepper Special Mention 

1936 Asgrow Golden Colonel Corn Award of Merit 

Asgrow Canner Beet Award of Merit 

1937 Asgrow Teton Pea Award of Merit 

Asgrow Canner King Pea Recommended 
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eT Ti | | clu 7 eee, 

The scope of such a Breeding and Development Program calls first for technical personnel 

skilled in botany and genetics, in modern methods of agriculture and in understanding the 

needs and environmental conditions of our customers. We are fortunate in having associated 

with us just such a technical staff of experienced men. Extensive and widely diversified 

acreages are necessary; in all, over 1000 acres are taken up with our breeding and progeny 
work, the principal areas being as follows: 

Milford, Connecticut 

The species for which Connecticut is traditionally famous include sweet corn, onion, the beet 

family, the cabbage family and the turnip family. On these, which are cross-pollinated, and 

on some self-pollinated species, as tomato and pepper, our Eastern Department of Breeding is 

continually at work—during the summer on the breeding grounds and during the winter in 

the greenhouse. 
Hamilton, Montana 

Centered at Hamilton and with subsidiary stations at other advantageous points, our pea- 

breeding operations are carried on in the hardy climate and clean, fertile soil of mountain 

valleys. In addition to hybridization, individual plant selections on an extensive scale are made 

each year. From these but a few of the very best progenies are saved, to be carefully repro- 

duced for five or six generations in well isolated fields. 

Milpitas, California 

At our Pacific Coast Department of Breeding in the Santa Clara Valley breeding work is 

carried on through the year, special attention being here given to pole and lima beans, carrot, 

celery, lettuce, melon, onion, and tomato. 

Filer, Idaho 

Our large bean-breeding farm at Filer is used exclusively for developing and maintaining pure 

pedigreed stocks of bush beans. Sixteen leading varieties of stringless beans have been origi- 

nated by us and our predecessor firms. 

Powell, Wyoming 

At Powell, advanced generations of pure-line peas and beans are grown, each isolated increase 

block representing several years of intensive culture from individual plants, all deviation in 

progeny from the desired characteristics being scrupulously eliminated. 

Many experimental crosses are made on our Corn Breeding Grounds each year in the 

evolution of hybrids. In this way outstanding combinations are proven 
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Greeley, Colorado 

Here conditions are particularly suitable for the development of cucumber, squash and melon. 

Since each species of this group is highly cross-pollinated, the work at our Greeley breeding 

grounds involves special care in isolation and observation. 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

In the important market growing area adjacent to Indianapolis our breeding acreages are largely 

given over to the adaptation to Middle Western conditions of the varieties most generally in 

use there. 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

For certain varieties grown largely in the South and for the adaptation or development of others 

to suit Southern growing conditions, our newest station has been established. 

Germination tests are made on all Asgrow Seeds 

Laboratory Work 

Laboratory work is an important supplement to these breeding grounds and it receives special 

attention at Milford, Milpitas, and Sheboygan, Wisconsin, where tests are made both in soil 

and in germinators. The purity and viability of Asgrow seed are our continual care and every 

practicable effort is made accordingly. 

Research and Service 

Incorporated in the program are our divisions of Research and Service which, we are glad to 

believe, have been of help to our customers in the canning industry. The facilities of our 

breeding grounds and laboratories are gladly made available for the solution of problems arising 

in connection with the growing of vegetable crops. 

Comprehensive as is the scope of the Asgrow Breeding and Development Program and 

wide-spread as are its operations, its minute details receive meticulous attention and 

continuous vigilance. By the extensive and intensive care given to their production 

ASGROW SEED ARE BRED —NOT JUST GROWN 



PLANTING TABLE 

er | | 

Seed 
required 

Species for 50 ft. 
of row 

Artichoke, Globe ...... 14 OZ 
Asparagus .........+6- Ya OZ 
eS aE 1 YZ |b 
eis PLAGE So ' <)0 5 a n'a = 4 |b 
eis! ONS eb se 3 YZ |b 
Re cise eb aaa acne 5 4 oz 
Beet, Mangel and Sugar| 14 oz 
Swiss chard .........- 14 oz 
EE wel oa a te wate 14 OZ 
Brussels Sprouts ...... 14 OZ 
US ff: oe Se 14 OZ 
WEIGEL ciel aigccs « «'04 5 V4 oz 
MEO ath dace soa aie ss 14 Oz 
(Canisiiower ..........- I4 OZ 
lee ve ee IZ Oz 
CE SU eae eee 14 OZ 
0S eee 14 Oz 
eee LOOP vice ee ehsaak Oz 
gS = 4 oz 
MSIE SOUAG! fy Wiss See so 30 2 oz 
se FO iabiaie we wie acs 1 oz 
PUCUHIDET |) os so is'« bo ¥4 Oz 
PPG CONT os oki. ec aie o's s 14 Oz 
De Le Se elec 14 Oz 
Dig & Er ee IZ OZ 
PGES ow adiek en scese Sy ba oe 
es eS 2S ee t4 Oz 
Ls eh we eee 14 Oz 
ton BaD Se ic ss dae. 's 14 Oz 
BREN icine als aivin'g'es oo 6 --| %4oz 
My hoe a es a 4 wi of’ s 14 Oz 
Melon, Musk ...::.... ey 
Melon, Water ...2..... 14 oz 
SE ae V4 Oz 
oe eae at 1 oz. 
PI aM ess 14 Oz 
Onion (for sets) ...... 
A a 14 Oz 
BAGSIOW Sede ccea see 14 oz 
Reg eee o.) he 3% Ib 
Al STE J ee IZ OZ 
Pampkia | 25! oa). Soe 2 0z 
eee ee kT ok es 14 Oz 
ena (oe ia! sc a's 0 IZ oz 
EUMEIIARA TS Vc) g ook ces <4 - 4 oz 
Mic side ales ei aion 2 kn V4 Oz 
Pee orf, ag kiss 34 0z 
SP ee ee ou AS 4 Oz 
= arn 34 OZ 
pauash! Bush |... 2.5. . loz 
Squash, Vining ....... 1 oz 
pneWer 2h) sds os 3 loz 
PAL A 8 go a. IZ oz 
Ll es re 

Seed 
required 
to sow 
an acre 

4 Ibs 
50 to 60 lbs. 
30 to 50 Ibs. 
30 to 35 Ibs. 
8 to 14 Ibs, 
6 to 10 Ibs. 
6 to 10 oz. 

4 oz. 
4 oz. 
4 oz. 
5 oz. 

3 to 4 lbs. 
4 oz. 
4 oz. 

4to 5 lbs. 
5 oz. 

6 to 8 lbs. 
10 to 14 Ibs. 
10 to 12 Ibs. 

10 Ibs. 
3 to 4 Ibs. 
5 to 6 lbs. 

5 lbs. 
5 to 6 oz. 
4to 5 lbs. 
3 to 4 lbs. 
4to 5 lbs. 
4 to 5 lbs. 

4 lbs. 
3 Ibs. 

3 to 4 lbs. 
3 to 4 Ibs. 

4 lbs, 
8 to 10 Ibs, 
3 to 4 Ibs. 

60 to 85 lbs. 
3 to 4 lbs. 
3 to 4 lbs. 

100 to 250 Ibs. 
1 to 2 Ibs. 
3 to 4 Ibs. 

10 to 12 Ibs. 
3 Ibs. 

2 to 4 lbs. 
4 to 5 lbs. 
7 to 8 lbs. 
4to 5 Ibs. 

10 to 20 Ibs. 

2 oz. 
2 to 3 Ibs. 

Seed to 
produce a 

given number 
of plants 

1 oz. to 500 
1 oz. to 700 

1 oz. to 4000 
1 oz. to 4000 
1 oz. to 4000 

1 oz. to 4000 
1 oz. to 8000 

1 oz. to 4000 

1 oz. to 2000 

1 oz. to 4000 

1 oz. to 1000 

1 oz. to 2000 
1 oz. to 4500 

Distance 
between 

40 to 48 
14 to 24 
24 to 30 
24 to 36 
36 to 48 
14 to 24 
18 to 24 
18 to 24 
20 to 36 
20 to 36 
18 to 36 
20 to 32 
16 to 24 
24 to 30 
24 to 40 
20 to 36 
24 to 30 
34 to 40 
30 to 42 
14 to 18 
12 to 18 
48 to 60 
18 to 22 
20 to 36 
24 to 36 
18 to 24 
24 to 32 
24 to 32 
14 to 24 
14 to 36 
12 to 18 
70 to 80 
72 to 96 
14 to 24 
24 to 40 
18 to 24 
12 to 14 
18 to 24 
12 to 20 
24 to 36 
20 to 30 
96 to 110 
12 to 18 
24 to 42 
18 to 24 
20 to 24 
18 to 24 
12 to 22 
14to 18 
42 to 48 
72 to 90 
48 to 70 
40 to 60 
36 to 48 
12 to 20 

Distance 
apart 

3 to 4 
Not thinned 

3 to4 
6 to 8 
1to2 

18 to 20 
60 to 84 
1to2 

20 to 24 
4to7 
6 to 10 
2 to 3 
2 to 3 
3to5 
42 to 48 
60 to 90 
10 to 12 
36 to 40 
24 to 36 
2 to 4 

Depth 
of 

planting 
inches 
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